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This Article argues that the rise of algorithmic trading undermines efficient capital allocation in securities markets. It is a bedrock assumption in theory that securities prices reveal how effectively public companies utilize capital. This conventional wisdom rests on the straightforward premise that prices reflect available information about a security and that investors look to prices to decide where to invest and whether their capital is being productively used. Unsurprisingly, regulation relies pervasively on prices as a proxy for the allocative efficiency of investor capital.

Algorithmic trading weakens the ability of prices to function as a window into allocative efficiency. This Article develops two lines of argument. First, algorithmic markets evidence a systemic degree of model risk—the risk that stylized programming and financial modeling fails to capture the messy details of real-world trading. By design, algorithms rely on pre-set programming and modeling to function. Traders must predict how markets might behave and program their algorithms accordingly in advance of trading, and this anticipatory dynamic creates steep costs. Building algorithms capable of predicting future markets presents a near-impossible proposition, making gaps and errors inevitable. These uncertainties create incentives for traders to focus efforts on markets where prediction is likely to be most successful, i.e., short-term markets that have limited relevance for capital allocation. Secondly,
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informed traders, long regarded as critical to filling gaps in information and supplying markets with insight, have fewer incentives to participate in algorithmic markets and to correct these and other informational deficits. Competing with high-speed, algorithmic counterparts, informed traders can see lower returns from their engagement. When informed traders lose interest in bringing insights to securities trading, prices are less rich as a result.

This argument has significant implications for regulation that views prices as providing an essential window into allocative efficiency. Broad swaths of regulation across corporate governance and securities regulation rely on prices as a mechanism to monitor and discipline public companies. As algorithmic trading creates costs for capital allocation, this reliance must also be called into question. In concluding, this Article outlines pathways for reform to better enable securities markets to fulfill their fundamental purpose: efficiently allocating capital to the real economy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 2012, traders in the United States submitted over two billion offers to buy and sell securities on major national exchanges, resulting in around seventy-four million completed trades. As a point of comparison, at the height of the internet boom in 2000, traders sent out only around five million quotes and, from these, concluded three million trades. In other words, in 2012, traders were submitting almost 460 times the number of quotes than they did in 2000. Rather than reaching a bargain 60% of the time, as was the case in 2000, traders did so in just 3% of cases in 2012, sending out more than thirty-one quotes for every completed trade. An uptick in trading appetite over the years is almost certainly not an explanation for this staggering rise in the number of orders. Rather, these statistics are indicative of a much larger and more fundamental transformation underway in U.S. markets. Reflecting the rise of computer technology, today’s marketplace has come to rely heavily on automation and algorithms as an essential part of the trading process. In place of humans submitting orders and routing and processing trades, firms can delegate these tasks to algorithms, computerized instructions that transact in accordance with

1. Friends Without Benefits, Nanex (Aug. 9, 2012), http://www.nanex.net/aqck2/3528.html [http://perma.cc/NL6W-PBTB]. These figures show quotes on the New York Stock Exchange (NASDAQ), the American Stock Exchange (AMEX), and ARCA. They likely underreport the quotes on all US trading systems. These exchanges, while significant trading venues, are still a partial segment of the US marketplace that includes numerous regulated exchanges as well as unregulated venues, like dark pools.

a firm's pre-set strategy.\textsuperscript{3} Untethered from the limitations of human cognition, algorithms enable trades to occur at high speed and high volume using pre-programmed decision rules to identify trading opportunities. With the aid of algorithms, traders can deploy a more powerful array of quantitative techniques, statistics, and financial modeling as part of the buying and selling process than previously possible.\textsuperscript{4}

These changes prompt fresh reflection about the ability of markets to continue to perform their most basic function: supplying capital to the real economy. In both law and finance, scholars have debated market function and regulation through the lens of efficiency.\textsuperscript{5} How well markets are able to reflect information in securities prices often serves as a proxy as a rough-and-ready measure of market health.\textsuperscript{6} It is easy to understand why; efficient markets help investors cheaply investigate the most optimal destination for their capital.\textsuperscript{7} When prices reflect information accurately, investors can assess their risks and rewards more precisely and better direct their capital to the most worthwhile investments—showcasing allocative efficiency.\textsuperscript{8} While predicting the future performance and intrinsic “value” of investments is near impossible, informational efficiency offers a mechanism, albeit an imprecise one, to make beneficial allocative choices with the information at hand.\textsuperscript{9} Better informed markets can help capital to reach those companies and areas of the economy that are likely to use it most

\begin{flushright}
3. THOMAS H. CORMEN ET AL., INTRODUCTION TO ALGORITHMS, 5–6 (3d ed. 2009)
(“Informally, an algorithm is any well-defined computational procedure that takes some value, or set of values, as input and produces some value, or set of values, as output. An algorithm is thus a sequence of computational steps that transform the input into the output.”); see also John Bates, Algorithmic Trading and High Frequency Trading Experiences and Thoughts on Regulatory Requirements, U.S. COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION 19 (July 14, 2010), http://www.cftc.gov/ucm/groups/public/@newsroom/documents/file/tac_071410_binder.pdf [http://perma.cc/949A-VB6A] (“An algorithm is a sequence of steps to achieve a goal” and the general case of algorithmic trading is “using a computer to automate a trading strategy.”). For discussion on technological innovation in securities markets and disruption of traditional intermediation, see Chris Brummer, Disruptive Technology and Securities Regulation, 83 FORDHAM L. REV. (forthcoming Winter 2015).
4. See discussion infra Section II.C.
5. See discussion infra Section II.A.
6. See discussion infra Sections II.A–C.
7. See discussion infra Sections II.A–C.
8. See discussion infra Sections II.A–C. As discussed in more detail in Part II, scholars have engaged in heated debates regarding market efficiency and whether markets are, in fact, efficient. The case for market efficiency has faced strong criticism, for example from behavioral economists.
9. See discussion infra Sections II.A–C.
\end{flushright}
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productively. Put simply, informational efficiency in the market should help bring about allocative efficiency for the economy.10

This Article challenges this conventional wisdom. It argues that algorithmic trading creates trade-offs in the relationship between informational and allocative efficiency. Though algorithms help markets make gains on several measures of informational efficiency, they also create costs for their ability to allocate capital productively. With the considerable reliance that law and regulatory policy place on prices in matters of allocative importance, this decoupling is significant for bedrock assumptions underlying corporate and securities regulation.

At first glance, the shift to automation holds much promise for efficient markets—and, by extension, for capital allocation. Using algorithms, traders can harness data, deploy complex analyses, and submit orders at will to strategically execute their desired strategy.11 Rather than searching extensively for the ideal trade, or waiting for the best time to send out orders, traders can rely on algorithms to do this hard work for them.12 Transaction costs can diminish and so too the cost-benefit threshold at which traders might enter markets with their private reserves of information and insight.13 Looked at from this perspective, securities prices should be more efficient than ever before, reflecting available information almost instantaneously and underpinned by deep data and computation. Not surprisingly, some finance scholars have pointed to the superior informational efficiencies of algorithmic markets, bringing into relief their power to convey information through rapidly responsive prices.14

10. See discussion infra Sections II.A–C. As discussed in Part II, scholars note that fundamental efficiency represents a largely unattainable standard. Efficient markets—at best—offer informational efficiency. However, this informational efficiency may approximate fundamental efficiency.


12. See discussion infra Section II.C.

13. For example, if traders do not have to pay high fees in transaction costs to enter markets with their private information, they may do so more often and where they stand to make only modest gains. With higher transaction costs, traders might wait only until such time as they are likely to make more money than it costs to trade.

In seeking out allocative efficiencies, however, the case for automation becomes significantly more problematic. There are two grounds for skepticism. First, pre-programmed algorithms create information loss through a necessary dependence on pre-set programming and models.\(^{15}\) Algorithmic markets are characterized by a systemic degree of “model risk” caused by widespread reliance on stylized models and programming to capture messy real world behavior.\(^{16}\) By necessity, algorithms must be programmed in advance of trading.\(^{17}\) This means that traders must precisely stipulate their trading strategies, assumptions, methodologies, and risk preferences \textit{ex ante}, requiring programmers to predict the scenarios their algorithms will encounter over the course of trading. Especially for high-speed or data-intensive algorithms, programming must account for the absence of human intervention in real time. When trades move in milliseconds and crunch gigabytes of data, algorithms must be able to trade largely independently of their human programmers.\(^{18}\)

Despite the sophistication of algorithms, capturing unknown risks and uncertainties presents a daunting challenge to traders.\(^{19}\) The longer the time horizon over which the model is designed to work and the period of time over which securities are to be held, the tougher the


\(^{16}\) See discussion \textit{infra} Section III.B.

\(^{17}\) For definitions of algorithmic trading, see IOSCO Technical Comm., \textit{Regulatory Issues Raised by the Impact of Technological Changes on Market Integrity and Efficiency: Consultation Report} 10 (July 2011):

In its simplest guise, algorithmic trading may just involve the use of a basic algorithm . . . to feed portions of an order into the market at pre-set intervals to minimise market impact cost. At its most complex, it may entail many algorithms that are able to assimilate information from multiple markets . . . in fractions of a second.

\(^{18}\) Michael Kearns & Yuriy Nevmyvaka, \textit{Machine Learning for Market Microstructure and High Frequency Trading, in High Frequency Trading} 122–23 (David Easley, Marcos Lopez de Prado & Maureen O'Hara eds., 2013) (examining machine learning in high-frequency trading and creating algorithms able to model their likely impact on markets).

task of making models robust enough to reflect the market’s various complexities. And in very short-term markets, characterized by securities changing hands in microseconds, errors and bad assumptions are impossible to correct in real time. The necessity of predictive modeling, combined with the logistical challenge of real-time intervention, suggests that algorithmic markets face a kind of Goldilocks dilemma. For models to work optimally, market conditions should be exactly attuned to their assumptions and projections. Clearly, this presents a tall order, even at the best of times.

Model risks raise concerns for capital allocation and the ability of prices to function as windows into allocative efficiency. For one, the costs and challenges of modeling create incentives for traders to develop algorithms focused on the short-term rather than longer-term performance of securities. Short time horizons are generally easier to model, making algorithms more accurate and more likely to implement pre-set trading strategies successfully. But here, private gains can come at the expense of a more fundamental picture of corporate health. If traders see more favorable private gains when trading in short-term markets, they are less likely to invest in capturing longer-term market dynamics in the algorithms they build. Where algorithmic traders focus more on short-term trading, the efficiency gains promised by algorithms are skewed in favor of near-term, rather than long-term investments.

Pre-set programming constraints also mean that algorithms cannot reflect information that falls outside of the scope of their programming. This might sound obvious, but it is significant for the quality of prices that markets produce. Precisely because of their constraints, algorithms can struggle to deal with exceptional situations that fall outside of their programming—unexpected news, crashes, or anomalous trading behavior that do not fit precisely set, ex ante parameters. Given the high costs of building algorithms, traders have little incentive to precision-program their algorithms to deal with exceptional events that occur infrequently. Instead, it makes more sense for traders to simply withdraw from the market in cases of market

20. For example, the finance literature has shown that momentum based strategies are generally profitable. Momentum based strategies posit that stocks that have done well (badly) in the last three-to-twelve-month period tend to continue to perform well (badly) in the next three to twelve months. There is a large literature on this phenomenon. See Werner F.M. deBondt & Richard H. Thaler, *Does the Stock Market Overreact?* 40 J. Fin. 793 (1985), for an example showing that markets can overreact or underreact to information seemingly in tension with the efficient markets hypothesis. Also see Louis K.C. Chan, Narasimhan Jegadeesh, & Josef Lakonishok, *Momentum Strategies*, 51 J. Fin. 1681 (1996); Jennifer Conrad & Gautam Kaul, *An Anatomy of Trading Strategies*, 11 Rev. Fin. Stud. 489 (1998); and Daniel Kent, David Hirshleifer & Avanidhar Subrahmanyam, *Investor Psychology and Security Market Under-and Overreactions*, 53 J. Fin. 1839 (1998), for additional discussion on momentum-based strategies.
disruption, leaving other traders to pick up the slack. While helpful for individual traders, these dynamics are disruptive for the market as a whole. If algorithmic traders can exit cheaply and do not have to provision for unexpected risks, algorithms may fail to properly price these risks into the programming that drives everyday trades.

Emerging empirical studies from finance scholars lend support to this line of argument. Scholars have found, for example, that high-frequency algorithmic traders tend to trade “directionally” over short time horizons and are highly efficient in reflecting near-term price changes. In other words, they are especially adept at trading in the direction in which markets move in the very short term. Specifically, aggressive high frequency traders have been found to transact in the direction of permanent price changes and appear to best predict price changes over horizons of around three to four seconds.21 In times of crisis, however, high-speed traders have been found to be unreliable.22 A study prepared by the Securities and Exchange Commission and the Commodities and Futures Trading Commission, for example, noted that a large number of high frequency traders exacerbated market volatilities by rapidly leaving the market when conditions became stressed unexpectedly. While individual traders saved themselves, the market as a whole saw a catastrophic drop in activity.23


22. But see Brogaard et al., supra note 14.

23. See STAFFS OF THE CFTC AND SEC, FINDINGS REGARDING THE EVENTS OF MAY 6, 2010 45 (2010), http://www.sec.gov/news/studies/2010/marketevents-report.pdf (studying the so-called Flash Crash in May 2010 when the Dow Jones lost almost a thousand points in minutes before rebounding quickly afterwards). This is discussed further in Section II.C of this Article. See, however, events contributing to the Flash Crash in the market for U.S. Treasuries in October 15, 2014. In their official inquest, U.S. regulators observed that high frequency traders active in the U.S. Treasury market remained active during the abnormal event and also provided liquidity. However, the Report observed a sharp reduction in market depth—i.e. the number of quotes in the order book. The Report suggested that HFT traders accounted for the largest share of the reduction in the order book. The Report also noted that HFT firms accounted for the largest share in liquidity removing trades. STAFFS OF THE UNITED STATES TREASURY ET AL., Joint Staff Report: The U.S. Treasury Market on October 15, 2014, 4–6 (Jul. 13, 2015).
Secondly, model risks and the informational deficits they generate are nearly impossible to correct, a limitation that seriously distorts capital allocation. Scholars have long looked to fundamentally informed traders to supply intelligence and analysis to markets and to fill gaps in information when they arise. With their focus on extracting value-relevant insight from information, fundamental traders like institutional investors drive the process by which markets become efficient. In their now classic exposition, Professors Gilson and Kraakman place informed traders at the heart of vibrant markets: by seeking private gains through their intelligence and data, fundamental traders also nourish markets with researched and reasoned trading.24

Algorithmic trading can impose costs on informed traders who confront pervasive conflicts with algorithmic actors that can systematically outrun them.25 Notably, high-speed algorithmic traders have powerful advantages over more fundamental traders. Specifically, fast traders can decode how an informed trader is likely to transact and get to the trade before anyone else.26 By free-riding on the intelligence of others, algorithmic traders save themselves time and money while also taking home a share of the winnings. Faced with diminishing gains, informed traders can end up with fewer incentives to invest in long-term research and analysis. When informed actors see their gains systematically reduced or wiped out by swifter algorithmic traders, investing in good-quality information makes little business sense. With


26. See discussion infra Section III.C.
markets continuing to grow more short-term in focus, long-term trading promises a poor trade-off. Actors of all stripes might look to invest their limited capital in less research-intensive markets. Investment in acquiring a long-term picture of the market can suffer as a result.

These insights raise serious questions for regulatory policy, which relies pervasively on prices as a proxy for value-relevant information about Main Street companies and their governance. Prices offer a mechanism to supervise public companies and to discipline them if prices reflect information that company performance is below par. Price-related information routinely acts as a trigger for a wide spectrum of governance mechanisms. For example, securities prices provide a benchmark to tie pay to the performance of managers running a company. If managers do well, their successes and failures should be reflected in the prices at which company securities trade; therefore, using prices as a signal to regulate managerial pay and performance makes considerable sense.27 Similarly, to maximize value at underperforming companies, the market for corporate control looks to share prices as a hook for takeover battles. Prices can signal that managers have not extracted full value from target companies, setting the stage for tender offers and proxy fights as well as the regulatory scrutiny that invariably accompanies them.28

With these promised benefits for capital allocation, regulators invest heavily in bringing price efficiency to markets.29 Public companies are subject to a mandatory disclosure regime that disseminates corporate information to investors, reducing their costs of procuring information.30 Regulation also forces exchanges to compete with one another with the aim of reducing the transaction costs involved in trading.31

Implicit in these examples lies the enduring notion of prices as a window into long-term allocative value in capital markets generated by a market that processes information quickly and efficiently. As this Article demonstrates, this relationship between informational and fundamental allocative efficiency can no longer be taken for granted in

27. See discussion infra Section II.C.


29. See discussion infra Section II.C.

30. See discussion infra Section III.C.

31. See discussion infra Section III.C.
algorithmic markets. As a result, it is debatable whether today's securities prices offer a thorough, substantive interpretation of corporate value. If not, the law's wholesale reliance on prices for valuation becomes increasingly misplaced.

Part II of this Article examines the growth of algorithmic trading in securities markets. It observes that algorithms represent pre-programmed instructions for trading. Being pre-set, algorithms rely on models and programming that must be calibrated \textit{ex ante} to deal with complex markets in real time, creating a high burden for traders to get it right.

Part III engages with longstanding debates on the efficiency of markets and their capacity to reflect available information in the prices at which securities trade. An analysis of law and finance scholarship shows that prices have traditionally been regarded as a guide for capital allocation in the economy. With prices as a foundation of governance mechanisms for executive compensation regimes, the market for corporate control, and shareholder monitoring, regulatory policy firmly links informational with allocative efficiency in capital markets.

Part IV critiques the rationales interlinking informational and allocative efficiency. It highlights the significance of model risk in securities markets and draws into relief the costs facing fundamental traders in algorithmic markets, which drive them to invest less in mitigating information deficits. Information losses caused by pre-set models can be significant for capital allocation when they prevent prices from functioning as effective governance mechanisms for capital.

Finally, Part V surveys pathways for progressing reform of regulatory policy in securities markets and corporate governance. As innovative markets decouple informational and allocative efficiency, regulators must come up with an alternative as intuitive as prices to offer insight into the fundamental workings of capital markets.

\section*{II. The Central Role of Algorithms in Markets}

Markets and their users have long wrestled with basic logistical limitations to the flow of trading. Traders must reckon with the time and expense of obtaining information, analyzing it, making a decision about whether to trade, and racing to the prime opportunity to do so ahead of any competitor. These transaction costs have traditionally curtailed the volume of information likely to be collected by a trader, the sophistication of her analysis, and the speed at which she might be expected to transact. Algorithms have radically reshaped the terms of the bargain in this age-old dynamic.
The growth of algorithmic trading over the years can be explained by the significant utilities it offers for almost all parts of the trading process. From deciding what to trade and submitting an order to executing and finalizing a transaction, algorithms have enabled markets to far exceed the cognitive bounds of humans in processing information. Rather than rely on human brains to perform the hard tasks of trading in real time, these may be delegated instead to algorithms. With proper programming set in advance, algorithms can harness complex financial models, computations, statistical analysis, and artificial intelligence to transact at speeds measured increasingly in microseconds.

This Part sets the foundation for the central argument in this Article. It shows that algorithmic trading is a largely inevitable and, in many ways, efficiency-enhancing force in modern markets. But the very design of algorithmic trading, notably its reliance on pre-programmed processes to make real-time trading decisions, can also create steep long-term informational deficits to the detriment of capital allocation.

A. Algorithms and Trading

Despite its significance, algorithmic trading has only recently entered the public consciousness. For the most part, the public’s imagination has been captured by the phenomenon of high frequency trading (HFT), a subset of algorithmic trading characterized by transactions executed at high volume and in the space of milliseconds or microseconds. News of near catastrophes popularly attributed to HFT, such as the infamous May 2010 Flash Crash, when the Dow Jones dropped almost 1000 points in minutes before rebounding, has drawn attention and suspicion regarding the workings of hyper-fast

32. See Andrei A. Kirilenko & Andrew M. Lo, Moore’s Law vs. Murphy’s Law: Algorithmic Trading and its Discontents, 27 J. ECON. PERSP. 51, 51–52 (2013) (showing the heightened trading volume in the last decade—whereas a doubling of trading volume appears to occur every 2.9 years, rather than 7.5 years, since 1929).

33. Id. at 52 (noting that it is “inexorable” that financial markets will look to make their world faster and cheaper).

34. See, e.g., LEWIS, supra note 25.

35. See, e.g., STAFFS OF THE CFTC AND SEC, supra note 23, at 45 (“HFTs are proprietary trading firms that use high speed systems to monitor market data and submit large numbers of orders to the markets. HFTs utilize quantitative and algorithmic methodologies to maximize the speed of their market access and trading strategies.”); see also David Easley, Marcos M. López de Prado & Maureen O’Hara, The Volume Clock: Insights into the High-Frequency Paradigm, 39 J. PORTFOLIO MGMT. 19 (2012) (suggesting that HFT should be characterized by volume rather than speed of execution).
algorithms. However, this singular focus on HFT fails to capture the rich and varied history of algorithmic trading that has, from the 1970s onwards, come to play an increasingly dominant role in the securities market. Today, algorithmic trading accounts for around 70% of all equity trading volume in the United States. Invariably, it has generated significant changes in how information is collected, who uses it, and the deliberative dynamic of these actors.

Algorithmic trading is variously defined in the literature. Broadly, it reflects the use of precise, pre-programmed computerized instructions in all aspects of executing a trade. This definition holds more significance than first meets the eye.

---


38. Michael Mackenzie, High Frequency Trading under Scrutiny, Fin. TIMES, (July 28, 2009), http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/d5fa0660-7b95-11de-9772-00144feabdc0.html #axzz3kPGSbBkJ [http://perma.cc/RV5A-LMHT] (showing that 73% of volume is attributable to high frequency trading. Such trading demands algorithms. It is likely that the volume due to algorithmic trading in general is higher than the figure of 73%); see also Jeffrey MacIntosh, High Frequency Traders: Angels or Devils?, C.D. Howe Institute Commentary No. 391, at 3–5, http://www.cdhowe.org/pdf/Commentary_391.pdf [http://perma.cc/RZ3P-Y59J].

First, automated trading requires investment in constructing a detailed plan before any trading can take place. Traders devise a strategy to buy and sell securities. Programmers then build the computerized algorithm or series of algorithms to execute the strategy in the market. This makes algorithmic trading anticipatory in nature. Rather than deploying human traders to crunch numbers, observe markets, and determine the best trades in real time, algorithmic trading firms rely instead on pre-set algorithms. Of course, humans remain deeply involved. They develop the strategy, program the algorithm, and monitor its operations. Traders take a view in advance as to how the market might behave, their likely risk appetites, and the pay-offs they wish to achieve before using the algorithm.

Second, precisely because algorithms are tasked to perform complex trades using deep data and speed, they must possess some programmed “decision-making” capacity. In other words, algorithms must be capable of evaluating the importance of data, attaching a value to its content, and then making a deal independently of human traders by submitting orders to the market. Rather than waiting for human beings to read the news, regulatory disclosures, or changing prices, algorithms can perform this data collection and analysis. Indeed, recognizing the enormous importance of algorithms as a form of “decision-maker” in the market, artificial intelligence has come to hold considerable appeal. For example, algorithms are often built to anticipate how their own trading impacts the trading of other players and to adapt their trading to reflect consequential price changes.

Third, traders set parameters within which their algorithms trade. At their core, algorithms comprise pre-set mathematical instructions that detail their exact terms of operation. These


42. Narang, supra note 40, at 42–43.


44. See, e.g., Michael Kearns & Yuriy Nevmyvaka, supra note 18 (analyzing the application of machine learning techniques for algorithmic trading).
parameters serve both to enable trading and to constrain the activities of the algorithm in the market. In the absence of real-time human supervision, setting limiting parameters *ex ante* assumes paramount importance.\(^{45}\) These instructions stipulate the data that an algorithm collects, the rules for sorting out data into usable information, as well as the financial models and risk-calculations for deciding what to trade, when, and for how much.\(^{46}\) Some algorithms may utilize historical troves of data to gauge past patterns of wins and losses, or survey current markets to figure out immediate trends for momentum-driven trading.\(^{47}\) Instructions also set limits on when an algorithm should stop trading. Sharp or sudden falls in market prices, unexpected events, or low payoffs may trigger a rapid exit from the market.\(^{48}\)

To achieve these objectives, algorithms depend on financial models for their operation. Models are used to abstractly represent market conditions and forecast and calibrate relationships between economic variables.\(^{49}\) They offer tremendous benefit to traders. Models bring organizing assumptions to analysis of financial information and relationships. With swaths of data, models provide a tool to track correlations within the morass of observable data points and to plot a strategy that can make money from a combination of their interactions. They can take diffuse qualitative information and, through their processing, deliver a clearly quantitative output.\(^{50}\) Commentators recognize that models are not perfect copies of the world. While models can evince great sophistication, they cannot capture every nuance and detail in actual trading.\(^{51}\) Put bluntly, they simplify the untidy state of the world.\(^{52}\) Still, by using models, traders can estimate the state of markets and the behavior of their algorithm. This estimation helps

\(^{45}\) NARANG, *supra* note 40, at 28–44.


\(^{51}\) Id.

\(^{52}\) Derman, *supra* note 49, at 1, 10–11.
traders to map out costs and benefits \textit{ex ante}. By investing intellectual and economic capital in building good-quality, robustly-tested models, traders can reduce their monitoring and liability costs and bolster their trading performance as a result.

Pre-set algorithmic programming and modeling seek to abstractly represent the state of the market and a desired trajectory for trading.\textsuperscript{53} They try to make sense of the swath of data generated by the market to generate a usable output. For example, an algorithm's model might analyze a listed company's past dividends, available data on its debt, and market conditions, and take a position on the current value of the shares.\textsuperscript{54} Once the algorithm has calculated the value of shares, it can decide whether to buy or sell shares based on a pre-set strategy. The algorithm might use established valuation modeling techniques from finance theory, crunching large amounts of data to arrive at a more exact valuation for the security using the model.\textsuperscript{55} As Rishi Narang, an established practitioner, notes, algorithms can powerfully utilize models common to finance theory by harnessing large amounts of data and deploying combinations of models at the same time, far exceeding the computational capacity of human traders.\textsuperscript{56}

\textbf{B. High-Frequency Trading}

Despite its prevalence, regulators have failed to agree on a definition for high frequency trading (HFT).\textsuperscript{57} In many ways, HFT is impossible to define. As the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) observes, HFT can be identified by a few key characteristics but

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{53} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{55} FRANKLIN ALLEN ET AL., \textit{PRINCIPLES OF CORPORATE FINANCE} (10th ed. 2011), 74–93, 156–212 (describing models for valuing stock and risk in corporate finance theory).
\item \textsuperscript{56} NARANG, supra note 40, at 13–19, 23–62.
\item \textsuperscript{57} Notably, studies have estimated that HFT drives around 70% of trading volume in equities. It is also regarded as responsible for around 60% of trading volume in the U.S. futures market. HFT is emerging across securities types to include U.S. Treasuries, bonds, and certain swaps. See Mackenzie, \textit{supra} note 38, at 22 (noting the increasing presence of high frequency traders in the market); Philip Stafford, Arash Massoudi & Michael Mackenzie, \textit{NASDAQ Sets the Stage for HFT in Treasuries}, FIN. TIMES (Apr. 4, 2013), http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/6e0ac4de-9d08-11e2-a8db-00144febd8c0.html#axzz3q5mJhxan [http://perma.cc/G4F8-VFTZ] (explaining that Nasdaq's purchase of eSpeed electronic training platform may increase presence of high frequency traders in the bond market). See generally Alexander Osipovich, \textit{Algorithmic Trading in Energy Markets}, \textit{Risk Magazine}, Jan. 2012 (noting the rise of algorithmic trading in energy markets).
\end{itemize}
is not reducible to them.\textsuperscript{58} Securities changing hands in milliseconds and the use of algorithms comprise two notable, necessary characteristics of HFT. In addition, HFT traders tend to locate their servers close to exchanges, use small amounts of daily capital, and transmit large volumes of orders which are cancelled in more than 90\% of cases.\textsuperscript{59}

But these behaviors are not limited to HFT traders. Many slower traders are often just relatively less speedy (by a matter of milliseconds, if not less). Non-HFTs too rely on algorithms, make and cancel orders, house their servers near exchanges etc., making HFTs and non-HFTs difficult to tell apart in practice.\textsuperscript{60}

HFT is costly for its traders to implement. Unable to intervene in real time, good programming is essential to achieve profits and to avoid expensive mistakes.\textsuperscript{61} Algorithms, and the technology needed to operationalize them, must be powerful and sufficiently precise to parse large volumes of data and to extract significance for immediate trading.\textsuperscript{62} Moreover, with miniscule holding periods, traders stand to make little gain per individual transaction even if strategies succeed.\textsuperscript{63}
Still, despite the tall odds, HFT has shown itself to be lucrative and capable of attracting significant intellectual and logistical investment.\textsuperscript{64} For one, HFT traders face fewer risks than slower competitors. The ability to enter and exit the market rapidly limits the risks that traders may be left holding. Rather than locking capital in specific investments for a meaningful period of time, over which any of these might fail, HFT traders exit cheaply by virtue of their speed and technology. Holding tiny amounts of risk at any given moment, HFT traders do not need to invest deeply in understanding the longer-term behavior of securities. Rather, they win by anticipating the immediate likely direction of the market and trading rapidly to run faster than others to get there. Unsurprisingly, finance scholars have observed that HFT traders show considerable ability at anticipating market directionality over the span of three or four seconds.\textsuperscript{65} Moreover, because traders do not hold securities for a lengthy period of time, they also do not need to provide for risks by holding large amounts of capital. Through the day, they can trade using small amounts of capital to buy and sell batches of securities that turnover rapidly. As the risks they hold are fleeting, HFT firms do not have to be thickly capitalized. The advent of HFT and algorithmic trading has thus seen the arrival of non-traditional, specialized trading firms. Firms like Tradeworx, which by some estimates is responsible for trading around 1.5\% of all daily trading in U.S. stocks, exemplify this trend towards the smaller, specialized trading firm.\textsuperscript{66}

HFT firms make money by trading securities for tiny moments in time and making a tiny profit on each trade. Their gains are small, incremental, and steady. HFT firms make a sliver of profit on each trade, accumulating gains because transactions are multiplied at high speed and high volume throughout the day.\textsuperscript{67} The core of this business model is described by the HFT firm, Virtu Financial. In documents filed

\textsuperscript{64} Id. at 1 (noting that, anecdotally at least, HFT practitioners delivered positive returns in 2008 even though 70\% of low-frequency firms lost money).


\textsuperscript{67} IOSCO TECHNICAL COMM., supra note 17, at 23–25. For an excellent discussion, see Albert J. Menkveld, High Frequency Trading and the New Market-Makers, 16 J. FIN. MKTS. 712, 714 (2013), which notes the emergence of HFT traders as market-makers and their prominent presence in major US exchanges. See also Chaboud et al., supra note 21, at 1–4, 11–12 (analyzing foreign exchange markets).
for a proposed Initial Public Offering in 2014, Virtu explained that it generated revenue “by buying and selling large volumes of securities and other financial instruments” and earning small amounts of money based on the difference between what buyers are willing to pay and what sellers are willing to accept. Indeed, Virtu noted that it had lost money on only one day in four years of trading. When this strategy works, traders leave the market holding almost no risk on their books.

Finally, it is worth noting that HFT algorithms must be especially capable of reading and valuing news independently. Particularly in this context, sophisticated programming and modeling is essential. Designed to trade in micro and milliseconds, HFT algorithms routinely receive data from newsfeeds, social media, exchanges, and regulatory agencies. They must be able to determine how to trade based on incoming data, mining its content for value-relevant information and submitting orders to reflect this information. To achieve this, HFT algorithms generally scan through incoming news and react rapidly to certain evocative words like “unemployment,” “recession,” “IPO” etc. In one infamous example in April 2013, a tweet reported that explosions had occurred at the White House and that President Obama had been injured. Within three minutes, the Dow Jones Industrial Average fell almost 150 points. 180,000 Treasury futures changed hands. The S&P 500 lost $136 billion in value. The panic subsided when the tweet was discovered to be the work of malicious hackers. Algorithms, poised to trade on breaking news, recognized terms like “explosion” and “White House” and reacted.

C. Some Examples of Algorithmic Trading Strategies

Algorithmic trading offers opportunities to use trading strategies using computation, data, and speed. Some common uses for algorithms include: (i) making trades that take place at a pre-set price

69. Id. at 1–3; see also MacIntosh, supra note 38, at 2, 14–19 (noting also that algorithmic trading has generated the rise of specialist algorithmic trading firms); U.S. SEC. & EXCH. COMM’N, EQUITY MARKET STRUCTURE LITERATURE REVIEW: HIGH FREQUENCY TRADING 4–6 (Mar. 2014).
70. ALDRIDGE, supra note 46, at 1–3 (describing characteristics of HFT).
(trigger trades); (ii) performing arbitrage; (iii) market making; (iv) anticipating orders of informed traders; and (v) breaking up orders.\textsuperscript{72} These strategies can be beneficial for market quality. Where algorithms trade securities using complex computation, data, and analysis, and reacting rapidly to new information, they can dramatically improve the quality of information introduced and internalized by the market. HFT traders, in particular, have also specialized as modern “market makers,” standing ready to buy and sell securities and to keep securities market liquid.

\textit{Trigger trades}: Computer programs send electronic orders to trade securities in accordance with pre-set strategies.\textsuperscript{73} Computers can observe price patterns in a stock and buy or sell the stock at a trigger price decided by a human trader. For an investor looking to buy Public Company shares at $10 dollars a share, an algorithm observes the market and sends a purchase order as soon as the price reaches this figure.

Such strategies can be applied in vastly more sophisticated ways. With the growth of computing power and connectivity, machines can monitor securities prices across marketplaces and trade volumes of stocks at a pre-set price limit. Buyers can engage in “sweeps” of the marketplace to purchase a large number of shares across multiple venues at a set price.\textsuperscript{74} Algorithms send orders to venues that trade the stock at the best price or that have the desired volume of securities available,\textsuperscript{75} picking off small amounts of the security from different markets.\textsuperscript{76} Such sweeps might form part of a larger trading strategy. It is possible to imagine, for example, that large sweeps might impact

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{72} This section relies heavily on Terrence Hendershott et al., \textit{Does Algorithmic Trading Improve Liquidity?}, 66 J. Fin. 1, 1–2 (2011), which describes the main types of algorithmic trading, and MacIntosh, \textit{supra} note 38, at 3–7, which discusses algorithmic trading techniques.
\item \textsuperscript{73} Algorithmic trading should not be confused with “program trading,” which refers to simultaneously trading bundles of fifteen or more stocks worth a combined $1 million or more. It is generally useful for trading portfolios of securities. Program trades were partially blamed for contributing to the October 1987 Crash. Program trading eventually spawned algorithmic trading, which is not constrained by the number of stocks or the amount. For discussion, see Mara Der Hovanesian, \textit{Cracking the Street’s New Math}, BLOOMBERG (Apr. 17, 2005), http://www.bloomberg.com/bw/stories/2005-04-17/cracking-the-streets-new-math [http://perma.cc/7MNZ-N5PC].
\item \textsuperscript{74} See generally Easley et al., \textit{supra} note 35, at 22–26 (providing examples of a price-sampling process and a tactical liquidity provision algorithm).
\item \textsuperscript{75} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{76} Hendershott et al., \textit{supra} note 72, at 5–13, 16–23 (noting the algorithms, strategies, and their impact of market quality).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
market price. This then allows a trader to sell or “flip” the securities she has just bought at a profit.\textsuperscript{77}

Without algorithms, such types of expansive searches and swift execution would be impossible. A buyer would have to instruct her broker to search the market for the desired number of securities, the broker would have to ensure that it could purchase a large number of securities quickly without moving the market, and then would have to look for onward buyers to generate profit from the strategy. Not only would a broker’s search and execution costs be high, but the investor would likely have to hand over a sizable slice of the winnings as broker’s commission and in transaction costs arising from slow, uncertain execution.\textsuperscript{78}

\textit{Arbitrage:} Just as algorithms can help to scour markets in search of securities trading at a preferred price, they can also scan markets for securities whose prices may vary between venues. This might happen when shares of a Public Company may be trading at $100 on Exchange X and at $101 on Exchange Y. Assuming that the prices should eventually converge, algorithms help traders seek out opportunities to make money from the tiny price differences between exchanges—or arbitrage. A trader can purchase Public Company shares at $100 on Exchange X and sell it for $101 on Exchange Y, helping prices to correct towards efficiency. With the ability to scan across markets, crunch volumes of data, and deploy complex statistics and probability analyses, algorithms can find not only existing opportunities for arbitrage but also predict future price divergences.\textsuperscript{79}

Indeed, algorithms have become especially useful at spotting and trading away even minute price differences. Algorithms can quickly scan hundreds of thousands of instruments for price variances, instead of just a few such instrument-types as in past years.\textsuperscript{80}

With these abilities, algorithms should make it easier for traders to move the market towards greater price efficiencies. With machines able to research multiple market venues at high speed and with


\textsuperscript{78}. Hendershott et al., supra note 72, at 2–5.

\textsuperscript{79}. FORESIGHT, THE FUTURE OF COMPUTER TRADING IN FINANCIAL MARKETS: FINAL PROJECT REPORT 28–30 (2012) (detailing the ability of powerful computing to engage in a variety of arbitrage strategies).

\textsuperscript{80}. Id. at 29–30.
considerable precision, arbitrage becomes easier and cheaper to implement.81

**Market-making:** HFT firms especially have thrived as market-makers in securities markets. This means that they stand ready to buy and sell securities using their own money in order to keep the market liquid and orderly. A major difference between HFT firms and traditional market-makers lies in the ability of HFT to make thousands of such trades in milliseconds. Unsurprisingly, HFT firms have come to dominate exchanges as market-makers. Their superior technology and speed allow them to rapidly enter and exit trades, limiting the longer-term risks and costs they face. By market-making, commentators suggest, HFT firms also provide a genuine service to the market, improving its ability to help investors. With an HFT algorithm standing ready to trade with them, investors can enjoy low cost access to markets, faster execution, and more competitive commissions.82

The market has come to depend on HFT traders for this market-making role.83 This fact came to light in spectacular fashion during the May 2010 Flash Crash. As is now well-known, the Dow Jones experienced a historic single day fall on May 6, 2010—losing over 900 points in minutes before regaining almost a $1 trillion in lost value equally quickly.84 HFT traders were, in the SEC/CFTC's official inquest,
not blamed for starting the crisis.\textsuperscript{85} However, their behavior during the crash was deemed a contributing factor to its depth. HFT traders were criticized for leaving the market in large numbers rather than for any bad or disruptive trades actually performed.\textsuperscript{86} In other words, HFT traders faced scrutiny for fleeing when they should have stayed to ensure the market remained liquid.\textsuperscript{87}

\textit{Order anticipation:} Algorithms can help opportunistic traders engage in “order anticipation” strategies. Broadly, “order anticipation” strategies involve algorithmic traders working out whether a fundamental investor has placed a large order and to use this knowledge to trade ahead of the fundamental investor. For example, a Mutual Fund intends to purchase 10,000 shares of Public Company at $100 per share. An algorithmic trader can benefit when it realizes that the Mutual Fund is looking to place a large order for Public Company shares. The Algorithmic Trader can itself purchase 10,000 shares for $100 each. Or, if it can reliably estimate which way the market is headed, it can accumulate a big inventory of Public Company shares. This strategy can be beneficial because this purchase raises the share price of Public Company shares and may prompt other investors to also become interested in purchasing them. In so doing, the Algorithmic Trader can make money by selling back the 10,000 shares to the Mutual Fund or to other investors at a higher price.

Operationally, order anticipation can work in several ways. Where the Mutual Fund’s order is not publicly displayed, for example, if the order has been placed outside of an exchange, algorithmic traders can engage in “pinging” to decipher whether a large order may be lurking in the dark. Here, a trader uses algorithmic strategies to send out “feelers” in the market as a means of detecting the larger order and in which direction the order flow might be going. For example, algorithms are routinely used to send out small “phantom” orders to see if they match with another order. These feeler-orders are often cancelled—indeed, almost 90% of orders in HFT are cancelled.\textsuperscript{88} But, if


\textsuperscript{87} STAFFS OF THE CFTC AND SEC, supra note 23, at 45–57; see also Kirilenko et al., supra note 85, at 2 (noting that HFT traders exacerbated the downward swing in the market by removing liquidity).

they match, they inform the program of a possibly larger order and the
direction in which other traders might be trading. Additionally,
algorithmic traders can engage in sophisticated computation and
pattern analysis to deduce how large traders might behave. This type
of order anticipation depends on algorithms successfully decoding
market trends through the use of data, statistics, and analysis, and
then getting ahead of the trends. Finally, where securities trade on
multiple venues, the Mutual Fund might need to trade on many such
platforms to fill a large order. An Algorithmic Trader can see that the
Mutual Fund has entered a large order on Exchange 1. It can then speed
ahead to Exchanges 2, 3, and 4 to purchase Public Company securities
which it can then sell back to the Mutual Fund.\footnote{IOSCO Technical Comm., supra note 17, at 23–24 (describing HFT strategies employed). For a detailed description, see U.S. SEC. & EXCH. COMM’N, Concept Release on Equity Market Structure, Release No. 34-61358 (Jan. 14, 2010), 56–58.}

HFT traders have proven adept at implementing a variety of
order-anticipation strategies. When order anticipation involves
“pinging” for hidden order flows, HFT traders are well equipped to send
out large volumes of phantom orders at high speed. Relatedly, speed
advantages permit HFT firms to identify opportune orders and to trade
ahead of other investors and beat them to the punch.

\textit{Breaking up orders:} Where the Mutual Fund wishes to enter into
a large trade, this news can alert other traders to an incoming
opportunity, one which they may wish to take advantage of through an
order-anticipation strategy (as above).\footnote{ARNUK & SALUZZI, supra note 36, at 1; MacIntosh, supra note 38, at 9–10.} Without opportunistic traders
in the market, an investor would likely pay a lower price.

Traders benefit where they can control how they transact in
their large orders to avoid losing out to order anticipators and to ensure
that their order does not move the market. Large trades that can be
broken up into small segments allow traders to fly under the radar and
to avoid competitor attention falling on their trading strategy.\footnote{Der Hovanesian, supra note 73.} From
the systemic perspective, one-off large block trades can move the
market, potentially setting off abnormal price spikes that can disrupt
the market.\footnote{The most extreme example here is provided by the May 2010 Flash Crash. Here, the SEC
and CFTC investigation traced the start of the crash to a very large “sell” order by a large
institutional investor. See STAFFS OF THE CFTC AND SEC, supra note 23, at 2–3.}

Algorithms are helpful in organizing order flows to ensure that
block trades can be broken up and traded quietly without moving the
market. Pre-set formulae determine how much of the block to sell (or
buy) and at what price, helping route trades to venues where those
trades can be executed at the lowest cost. Algorithms can thus even out sharp spikes in prices resulting from the sudden emergence of large trades. Such algorithms hide block trades from view, only revealing a partial picture of the overall trading strategy and preventing opportunistic traders from purloining ideas. On the one hand, this impairs a fulsome understanding of trading behavior. On the other, algorithms reduce the costs to investors of entering the market. It can help key investors participate in the market where they know they can break up their big orders and avoid opportunistic traders from getting to their best trades.

III. MARKET EFFICIENCY AND CAPITAL ALLOCATION

According to established economic theory, markets speak through prices. When traders transact rationally with one another, their interactions reveal what they know about a security and how much they wish to pay to buy or sell it based on their knowledge and risk preferences. Markets are efficient when they facilitate this exchange by reflecting the information and insights of traders in the prices at which securities trade. Efficiency in processing information can, in theory at least, also help foster better allocation of capital in securities markets, so-called allocative efficiency. When investors can easily understand what securities are worth, they can invest their

---

93. Hendershott et al., supra note 72, at 2–3 (noting that broker-dealers offer their clients a “suite” of algorithms to help them to break large trades up into small blocks).


capital in those enterprises that are likely to use it most productively and profitably.

Legal academics and finance economists have, since the 1970s, engaged in lengthy and often fraught analyses of the markers of market efficiency—and whether markets are, in fact, efficient. The Efficient Capital Markets Hypothesis (ECMH), the theory that security prices reflect all available information, has enjoyed a devoted following as well as dogged critics throughout its history. From its origins in finance theory, the ECMH migrated in the 1980s into legal scholarship, growing deep roots in securities regulation and corporate governance. While this skepticism has softened the strictures of the ECMH, prices remain a significant source of information for markets and regulators.

In outlining the central pillars of the ECMH and its key critiques, this Part makes two points. First, despite the shortcomings of the ECMH, scholars note that prices can be informative and helpful in providing an approximate gauge of allocative value. In other words, informational value and more fundamental allocative values are linked, even if imperfectly. Secondly, regulation has long relied on prices as a window into fundamental allocative value. As detailed in this Part, central notions in regulation and governance continue to hew closely to

---


97. See Fama, supra note 96, at 384; see also Eugene F. Fama, Market Efficiency, Long-Term Returns, and Behavioral Finance, 49 J. Fin. Econ. 283, 283–84 (1998) (discussing the ECMH in the context of emerging behavioral critiques of the ECMH).

98. For excellent discussion, see Alon Brav & J.B. Heaton, Market Indeterminacy, 28 J. Corp. L. 517, 535–37 (2003) (critiquing the operation of the ECMH in fraud-on-the-market cases).

99. Gilson & Kraakman, Mechanisms, supra note 24, at 551–53; Gilson & Kraakman, Information Costs, supra note 24, at 10–12 (noting that even after the Financial Crisis, informational efficiency is still relevant for determining fundamental value efficiency in the market).

100. Gilson & Kraakman, Information Costs, supra note 24, at 7 (“We argue in this Article that informational efficiency and fundamental efficiency are related; even if we cannot observe fundamental efficiency, we can with confidence predict that making prices more informationally efficient will move them in the direction of fundamental efficiency.”).
the ECMH. This reliance is not accidental. Rather, efficient markets have long been useful to regulators as a mechanism to monitor and encourage better capital allocation by linking key rules in this area to securities market prices.

A. The Importance of Efficiency

In a now infamous quote, Professor Michael Jensen proclaimed that, “there is no other proposition in economics which has more solid empirical evidence supporting it than the Efficient Markets Hypothesis.”\textsuperscript{101} And, indeed, in its early history, the ECMH seemed unassailable.\textsuperscript{102} In elaborating the central theses, Professor Eugene Fama posits that, in efficient markets, the price of a security fully reflects all available information.\textsuperscript{103} In other words, it represents the market’s most accurate estimate of the value of a particular security based on its riskiness and the future net income flows that investors holding that security are likely to receive.\textsuperscript{104} Where efficient markets exist, traders cannot profit by using existing information available in the market, since this news should already be reflected in securities prices. Rather, the market price of a security only moves with the arrival of new information into the exchange.\textsuperscript{105}

\textsuperscript{101} Michael C. Jensen, \textit{Some Anomalous Evidence Regarding Market Efficiency}, 6 J. Fin. Econ. 95, 95 (1978); see also Richard Roll, \textit{Orange Juice and Weather}, 74 AM. Econ. Rev. 861, 871, 879 (1984) (showing that the futures market for oranges was often more accurate than the National Weather Service in forecasting the weather).

\textsuperscript{102} See, e.g., Gilson & Kraakman, \textit{Mechanisms, supra} note 24, at 549–50 (“[T]he ECMH is now the context in which serious discussion of the regulation of financial markets takes place.”); see also William F. Sharpe, \textit{Discussion}, 25 J. Fin. 418, 418 (1970) (“[I]n a well-functioning market, the prices . . . [of securities] will reflect predictions based on all relevant . . . information. This seems to be trivially self-evident to most professional economists—so much so, that testing seems almost silly.”).

\textsuperscript{103} Fama, \textit{supra} note 96, at 383.


\textsuperscript{105} Jensen, \textit{supra} note 101, at 96 (“A market is efficient with respect to information . . . if it is impossible to make economic profits by trading on the basis of [that] information.”). \textit{But see} Sanford J. Grossman & Joseph E. Stiglitz, \textit{On the Impossibility of Informationally Efficient Markets}, 70 AM. Econ. Rev. 393, 395 (1980) (arguing that markets cannot be informationally efficient according to orthodox ECMH as if traders had no incentive to act on available information, new information would never be incorporated into prices in the first place). For discussion, see Lynn A. Stout, \textit{The Mechanisms of Market Efficiency: An Introduction to the New Finance}, 28 J. CORP. L. 635, 640–42 (2003), which discusses the differences between informational and fundamental efficiency and how information is “fully reflected” in securities market prices; and William K.S. Wang, \textit{Some Arguments that the Stock Market Is Not Efficient}, 19 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 341, 344–51 (1986).
Professor Fama proposes three distinct versions of market efficiency. How price “fully reflects” available information can be a function of (i) weak; (ii) semi-strong; and (iii) strong forms of efficiency. In their weak form, market prices reflect historical patterns of past prices; the semi-strong version goes further to posit that prices incorporate all publically available information; and, finally, the strong version predicts that securities prices impound all information, including non-public data that lies in the hands of corporate insiders and others. Under the strong-form version of efficiency, insider trading serves no profitable purpose: all public as well as confidential information is always fully incorporated into the price at which securities trade.

Beyond simply describing versions of what kind of information is relevant, the ECMH also presupposes a modality by which this information comes to be absorbed into prices. At its most orthodox, the ECMH assumes that traders transact in a manner that is rational, free of bias, and unmoved by temporary fads and impulses. Traders generate efficient prices by competitively trading on their rational estimations of what a security is worth, based on available and relevant information in the market. This reliance on rational, unbiased expectations of asset prices underpins some key insights deriving from the ECMH. Notably, efficient markets depend on arbitrage. That is, conventional theory assumes that, when traders see prices that deviate from an optimal price, they are immediately prompted to trade away the difference. A trader that sees that a security is trading below the trader’s estimated value is motivated to buy that asset and to eventually sell it at the price that the asset should be worth. The trader thus brings the price closer to what it “should” be when publically available information is taken into account. Arbitrage represents an important dynamic that animates efficient markets, helping periodic divergences from efficiency return to a state of equilibrium.

The assumption that traders act in a manner that is unbiased offers a way to connect informational and fundamental-value efficiency. Even if one trader incorrectly estimates prices, competing traders

106. See Fama, supra note 96, at 383–96, 404–10; see also EUGENE FAMA, FOUNDATIONS OF FINANCE: PORTFOLIO DECISIONS AND SECURITIES PRICES 139–45 (1976) (discussing these forms of efficiency and basis of establishing their applicability).

107. See Macey & Miller, supra note 104, at 1077–78 (discussing which form was favored by the Court in Basic, Inc. v. Levinson, 485 U.S. 224 (1988), which recognized the fraud-on-the-market theory).

108. Stout, supra note 105, at 640–42 (providing a succinct analysis of the importance of traders accurately valuing information according to set parameters).

109. Id. at 637–38.
should step in to bring prices into line. Further, arbitrage as a corrective mechanism works only when traders can spot that a security is mispriced. Such traders must be able to notice that asset prices are disconnected from what they “should” be—their true, fundamental value. Capturing fundamental value is a challenging task for any theory. Some scholars argue that theories of fundamental value in asset pricing are simply too complex to be attainable in practice. However, for proponents of the ECMH, the hypothesis offers a best, even if imperfect, fit. Put differently, the ECMH works pretty well most of the time. Egregious market failures, such as stock market crashes, can undermine its reliability. While problematic, however, such events do not necessarily defeat the theory in its entirety. Rather, they point to occasional imperfections that also taint other theories of market behavior. In short, the ECMH is the best the market has, and through arbitrage, informed trading supports a broadly applicable theory of value.

110. Robert F. Stambaugh, Does the Stock Market Rationally Reflect Fundamental Values?: Discussion, 41 J. Fin. 601, 602–04 (1986) (arguing that the ECMH provides a relatively more successful method of valuing assets); see also Lawrence E. Blume & David Easley, Learning to Be Rational, 26 J. Econ. Theory 340, 340–43 (1982) (noting the challenges of investors learning price patterns and trading behaviors that help them to understand when prices are not at their correct level); Brav & Heaton, supra note 98, at 521–522 (noting that reliable models of fundamental value are virtually nonexistent and that arbitrage is unreliable).

111. E.g., Andrei Shleifer, Inefficient Markets: An Introduction to Behavioral Finance 1815–34 (2000) (discussing the interaction between behavioral finance and efficient markets); Lawrence H. Summers, Does the Stock Market Rationally Reflect Fundamental Values?, 41 J. Fin. 591, 592 (1986) (arguing for the difficulty of showing fundamental value efficiency); see also Brav & Heaton, supra note 98, at 520–21 (arguing for market indeterminacy, a skepticism in the ability of markets to reflect fundamental value); Stambaugh, supra note 110, at 601–02 (noting the difficulty of developing tests of efficiency).

112. See, e.g., Fischer Black, Noise, 41 J. Fin. 529, 533 (1986) (“[W]e can never know how far away price is from value . . . . I think almost all markets are efficient almost all of the time. ‘Almost all’ means at least 90%.”).

113. See Shleifer, supra note 111, at 1827–28 (noting failures of arbitrage in reference to the Great Depression); Peter M. Garber, Tulipmania, 97 J. Pol. Econ. 535, 543–44 (1989) (discussing the market fundamentals that drove the tulip speculation); Shiller, supra note 96; see also S.P. Kothari, Capital Markets Research in Accounting, 31 J. Acct. & Econ. 105, 186–88 (2001) (noting evidence of large abnormal returns that pose formidable challenges to the efficient market hypothesis); Charles M.C. Lee, Market Efficiency and Accounting Research, 31 J. Acct. & Econ. 233, 241 (2001) (discussing the difficulty of reconciling the volatility of stock returns with the efficient market framework).

114. See Fama, supra note 97, at 288–91 (arguing that, while ECMH showcases certain anomalies, anomalies emerging from theories of behavioral finance are just as, if not more, problematic).
B. Making Markets Efficient

The question of how market mechanisms actually reflect information in prices has tested scholars seeking to explain the ECMH and informationally efficient markets in practical terms. In their seminal work, Professors Gilson and Kraakman identify four “mechanisms” that, when left to interact, help efficient markets to emerge: (i) universally informed trading; (ii) professionally informed trading; (iii) derivatively informed trading; and (iv) uninformed trading.115

At its simplest, universally informed trading describes the quintessential state of efficient markets when traders possess all available information and cannot gain or lose by transacting on that information.

Professionally informed trading reflects the activity of expert and informed players. Market analysts, industry experts, and professional asset managers, though small in number, can cause the market price to shift because of the information that their trading reveals. These dynamics represent the workings of well-informed, so-called “fundamental” traders that bridge informational and allocative efficiency in practical terms. Informed traders invest in obtaining private information to give them an edge over other market participants. The better their information, the more likely they are to make significant gains vis-à-vis uninformed and lesser-informed traders. Their private interest generates public gains. When many informed traders come together, each knowing something about securities, their collective intelligence helps the market understand the fundamental worth of an asset.116 When traders are informed about what a security is worth or should be worth, they can act to ensure that their capital is used most effectively by monitoring and disciplining management.117

Derivatively-informed trading paints a more complex picture. Instead of trading on information that they themselves possess, derivatively-informed traders transact on the basis of patterns and

117. See, e.g., Alon Brav, Wei Jiang, Frank Partnoy & Randall Thomas, Hedge Fund Activism, Corporate Governance, and Firm Performance, 63 J. FIN. 1729, 1730 (2008) (discussing the influence that hedge funds have as informed monitors).
trends they detect in the trading activity of professionally informed traders. They focus on anticipating how professional traders are likely to trade. The role of derivatively informed traders is important. Derivatively informed traders can increase efficiencies by highlighting the activities of professionally informed traders. When derivatively-informed traders anticipate possible trends, they earn returns at the expense of professional traders. But they also make sure that professional, private information emerges into the market quicker and at lower cost than if the market were to rely on the activities of professional traders alone. Importantly, Gilson and Kraakman note that such derivative traders only imperfectly and incompletely decode information. Informed traders retain an edge and continuing incentive to keep trading.

Finally, uninformed traders complete the picture. Uninformed traders perform a “cleansing” role in the market. As much as markets use factual information, they also include softer, uncertain data in the realm of forecasts, predictions, and value judgments. Traders each have their own particular view of the world. They cannot know what other traders think and believe. But this information, in efficient markets, should reach the markets anyway. Uninformed trading allows various individual biases to cancel each other out, diminishing the chances that the market reflects distorted prices skewed in favor of one or other viewpoint. Uninformed traders are essential to the market. They help ensure that it reflects a collective viewpoint, free of bias or idiosyncrasies.

C. Prices and Capital Allocation

The ability of prices to function as a window into fundamental value offers a powerful policy tool for monitoring and disciplining economic actors. As finance theory has unraveled the fuller implications of price efficiencies for capital allocation and governance, policymakers have embraced prices as a central component of the regulatory arsenal.

1. Theory

From a theoretical standpoint, prices work to inform as well as discipline companies that consume the risk capital of investors. Prices perform an important expressive function for the market, aggregating

---

118. See Grossman & Stiglitz, supra note 105, at 395–97 (identifying a paradox in this theory by arguing that markets would go through a pattern of acquiring information and trading on it until the market itself becomes aware of it, leaving no gains to be made; where no gains exist, traders would stop trading until they came into new information).
the viewpoints of a multiplicity of traders into a responsive, easily-understood signal.\textsuperscript{119} This signaling offers valuable insights to investors who do not have to internalize the full costs of investigation. Critically for allocation, the expressive functionality of prices allows them to function as a monitoring and disciplinary device for capital. A few examples serve to illustrate their considerable power in governance.

First, market prices offer a signal of good or bad corporate management. Notably, prices can incentivize managers to be diligent in pursuing the interests of the company. Tying managerial contracts to share prices and total shareholder returns can give managers a motivation to maintain firm performance and, by extension, the price at which company securities trade.\textsuperscript{120} With incentives to keep the share prices robust, managers should work hard to use investor capital effectively.\textsuperscript{121} Prices also help managers understand how they and the company are performing. Managers can use prices as a way to glean the opinion of outside investors about their performance. Prices can thus work to create a monitoring and feedback mechanism between managers and the market.\textsuperscript{122}

This functionality only works when markets operate efficiently. As Professors Holmstrom and Tirole observe, firm monitoring works best when markets are sufficiently liquid, meaning traders can enter and exit markets easily. Liquid markets attract motivated, informed speculators. With liquidity and informed investor participation, markets and share prices can work effectively as monitoring devices for managers.\textsuperscript{123}

Regulation and market practice, unsurprisingly, depend on securities prices as a starting point for regulating executive


\textsuperscript{121} See, e.g., Dow & Gorton, \textit{supra} note 119, at 2–4.


compensation and performance. Among other performance metrics, shareholders regularly look to shareholder returns when deciding whether or not to informally approve management pay packages. Rather than relying on nebulous expressions of corporate success, share prices and shareholder returns offer observers a concrete, quantitative measurement of executive performance. Prices can also reveal manipulation by misbehaving managers. Option backdating and insider trading, when managers artificially massage their pay by secretly selling stock or making sure stock options vest in favorable markets, are key examples. Securities prices are the starting point for any analysis into such behavior.

Second, in addition to monitoring, price signals can also trigger disciplinary mechanisms. Particularly significant is the market for corporate control. As finance and economics scholarship richly details, the market for corporate control works to punish managers that fail to use capital optimally or that extract rents at the expense of firm value. Prices allow corporate raiders to gauge whether the firm is undervalued. Where share prices are low for reasons that do not correlate with a slump in the market or some other systemic reason, takeover specialists have incentives to exert discipline through a hostile takeover. If they succeed, raiders can hope to see a rise in the share price and a profit from their intervention. Selling shareholders may also be motivated to sell to raiders. As shares trade at a low price, the uncertainty risks and cost of keeping capital locked in the company may be too high to justify retaining the shares on their books. The market


127. See Scharfstein, supra note 126, at 186–87 (analyzing when shareholders will tender their shares at low prices); see generally Lucian A. Bebchuk, Alma Cohen & Allen Ferrell, What Matters in Corporate Governance?, 22 REV. FIN. STUD. 783, 789–96 (2009) (detailing the key factors that can impede effective shareholder monitoring of corporate governance).
for corporate control can thus provide a powerful motivator for weak managers who may otherwise shirk their responsibilities.

Importantly, external discipline can work alongside internal oversight mechanisms. As scholars note, a vibrant and liquid market for a company’s securities can motivate large shareholders to increase their shareholding as a means of disciplining management, particularly when prices fall. Shareholder monitoring, combined with external monitoring by takeover activists, can enhance investor power and create meaningful disciplinary constraints on managers. Similarly, external suppliers of credit can look to share prices to determine firm value and investor expectations regarding a company’s future performance. Sudden changes in share price may suggest problems in repaying debt—an invitation to lenders to exert greater control and calibrate the cost and conditions attaching to the capital.

2. Implementation

At the level of practice, law and regulatory policy institutionalize the interaction between information and allocative efficiency. Policymakers have supported efficiency economics in two clear ways: (i) by creating a system of laws to facilitate disclosure by public companies, seeking to optimize monitoring and discipline; and (ii) by developing a regulatory framework that looks to foster liquid markets, reducing the entry costs facing investors seeking to trade.

128. The literature on this issue is considerable. For discussion, see Paul A. Gompers, Joy L. Ishii & Andrew Metrick, Corporate Governance and Equity Prices, 118 Q. J. ECON. 107, 107–09 (2003); Charles J. Hadlock & Gerald B. Lumer, Compensation, Turnover, and Top Management Incentives: Historical Evidence, 70 J. BUS. 153, 153–58 (1997); and Cremers & Nair, supra note 126.
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a. Mandatory Disclosure

Public investment in mandatory disclosure laws draws into relief the central role played by market efficiency in capital allocation. Disclosure constitutes the central imperative of the securities-regulation framework. Companies seeking to go public provide markets with a substantial book detailing their inner workings. Once their securities are on the market, companies provide investors with routine updates about their activities and important changes to their organization.

As Professor Merritt Fox observes, mandatory disclosure and informationally efficient markets can strengthen capital allocation within the economy. Mandatory disclosure reduces the search costs involved for investors in procuring detailed information on public companies. Investors face a lower investigative burden when seeking out their choice investments and predicting their future cash flows from the investment. Where investors do not have to spend private capital to discover value-relevant information, they can enter markets more readily. And with reservoirs of accurate information, investors do not have to discount their investments for the risks of expensive investigation. Duplicative searches by investors are avoided. Market
analysts too benefit through dissemination of critical corporate information.\textsuperscript{135}

Certainly, mandatory disclosure regimes are not costless. They place a high burden on public companies in terms of production costs and liability risks, as well as the loss of advantages that secrecy might permit. But they also offer welfare gains for capital allocation. Investors—or those that invest on their behalf like mutual funds—can monitor public companies by exercising shareholder discipline over the companies in which they invest. Managerial compensation can track to company performance. The market for corporate control and takeovers can step in to discipline management that fails to operate the business to its full potential. Through price-signals, investors and third party monitors can calibrate the cost of capital by better understanding the fundamental value inhering within the company.\textsuperscript{136}

\textit{b. Constructing Structural Efficiencies}

The SEC also routinely frames its policy goals for market structure in the language of market efficiency. Essential rule making in the area of market design, notably for the National Market System (NMS)\textsuperscript{137} as well as regulation of Alternative Trading Systems (ATS)\textsuperscript{138} has expressly worked to institutionalize the ECMH in trading design. The NMS establishes a nationwide market, connecting the country’s competing exchanges and securities platforms, to create a single trading space. The NMS requires trading venues to disseminate quotations for prices continuously. Price data is no longer the exclusive property of the exchange on which it originates, but instead becomes a public good shared across all exchanges in the interests of transparency

\textsuperscript{135} Gilson & Kraakman, \textit{Mechanisms}, supra note 24, at 593–95 (noting the “central role of information costs”); Goshen & Parchomovsky, \textit{supra} note 24, at 1234 (discussing the importance of market analysts for efficient markets); see also Gordon & Kornhauser, \textit{supra} note 130, at 813 (discussing whether the use of abbreviated registration statements restricts competitive research).

\textsuperscript{136} See, e.g., Coffee, \textit{supra} note 24, at 721–22 (discussing how mandatory disclosure may improve the allocative efficiency of the capital market); Fox et al., \textit{supra} note 129, at 344–45 (noting the signaling role of share prices in investment decisions).


and efficiency. The NMS requires execution of trades at the best price anywhere in the NMS and has lowered broker fees by removing fixed broker commissions. While such measures are designed to expand investor access to securities markets, their avowed goal also extends to ensuring that transactions are completed at the lowest transaction cost.

Similarly, Regulation ATS has sought to broaden the National Market by including within its ambit a variety of newer, more informal venues that bring customers together to trade securities. Not quite exchanges, such alternative venues can compete on price with regulated exchanges, encouraging a more competitive and liquid marketplace. Under the NMS and Regulation ATS, securities can trade in multiple markets, with continuous information flowing about prices throughout the system. Traders can search across venues for their best trade and execute this trade at the best price on the market. The NMS is designed to speed up the arbitrage process to help prices move closer to their efficient end-point. When prices diverge between trading platforms, low transaction costs and a large NMS can encourage traders to seek out opportunities for arbitrage, ensuring that markets become efficient quickly and cost-effectively.

To be sure, the NMS has come under considerable critical scrutiny from both practitioners and academics. Commentators have remarked on its well-intentioned ambitions but troubled implementation, which has produced over-complexity and exchanges that compete too hard for business at the expense of standards. Still, the clear aim of NMS and ATS is to encourage the liquidity and investor participation needed for a vibrant, efficient market, a goal in keeping with prevailing theory. In the absence of structural investments in informational efficiency, the benefits offered by capital allocation go unrealized. As prescribed by Holmstrom and Tirole, for example, shareholder monitoring and the market for corporate control can wither in the absence of the liquidity needed for investors and speculators to
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enter the market cheaply and often. That policymakers have invested deeply in crafting a regulatory framework to institutionalize the goals of efficiency economics and support the promise of mandatory disclosure should be unsurprising.

IV. INFORMATION EFFICIENCY VS. ALLOCATIVE EFFICIENCY

This Part explores the impact of algorithmic trading on conventional theories of market efficiency—both informational and allocative—from the perspective of regulation. It shows that, while algorithmic trading fosters more short-term informational efficiency by rapidly showcasing incoming news and data, it creates costs for longer-term, fundamental allocative efficiency. This Part develops two strands of argument. The first considers the impact of model and programming risk (referred here together as “model risk”)—that is, the risks of algorithmic programming and models leaving gaps in analysis, making incorrect assumptions, and adopting sub-optimal preferences in interpreting information. With system-wide use of algorithms, the question becomes whether prices remain fundamentally informative to effectively act as a governance mechanism for capital allocation, allowing investors to make decisions about corporate monitoring and discipline. This Part suggests some ambivalence regarding model risks in the market and allocative efficiency. While there are clear benefits to models and algorithmic programming in terms of computation and quantitative analysis, they invariably also leave gaps in information that are hard to fill without parallel investment in fundamental research.

The second line of argument claims that algorithmic markets generate costs for informed investors seeking to make investments in fundamental research. High-speed algorithms are skilled at deciphering how informed traders are likely to transact and are able to get to the most lucrative opportunities faster, reducing some of the gains that may accrue to the informed trader. Losing out over time to high-speed algorithmic traders, fundamental traders can see fewer incentives to invest deeply in long-term research and investment. Importantly, lower gains from research can also diminish the motivation of fundamental traders to engage in governance of capital markets, for example, in shareholder monitoring. The costs of exercising such oversight can erode the gains of investment, especially if payoffs are uncertain and long-term in nature.
A. The Case for Informational Efficiency

Clearly, algorithmic trading offers many benefits for conventional measures of market efficiency, with markets becoming better able to reflect available information in prices quickly and accurately. We know that algorithms react swiftly to emerging news events. Indeed, studies show that the importance of speed for news-based trading is paramount. Even millisecond delays in reacting to new information can significantly reduce returns for traders. In one study examining trading following scheduled macroeconomic news releases, the authors observed that delays of three hundred milliseconds reduced returns by 3.08%. Delays of one second diminished returns by 7.33%. Given these reaction times, markets are internalizing incoming news at a staggering pace, such that prices are more responsive than ever before.

We also know that algorithms are able to absorb an ever-expanding reserve of data to inform trading. Beyond conventional data sources like prices or macroeconomic indicators, algorithms are able to collect and collate data from a diffuse range of sources. Social media databases like Twitter or Facebook are especially popular for traders seeking an edge in the market by accounting for prevailing sentiment and likely trends. With traders able to enter markets with large quantities of data, securities prices should, in theory, reflect a rich reserve of information in the prices at which securities trade. Within this competitive, automated environment, there is little probability of news passing unnoticed by algorithmic traders.

Additionally, algorithms can quickly spot and correct minor discrepancies in prices, enhancing the effectiveness of arbitrage. Pursuant to conventional theory, arbitrage constitutes a central mechanism by which markets become efficient, scrubbing away differences in prices between similar assets. Automated traders can scan multiple markets in real time, spot price divergences, predict
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future variations in price, and ensure these are traded away rapidly. With low search costs using algorithms, traders can afford to target even small price differences: the payoffs may well be greater than the costs involved in searching between markets. While current data on the effectiveness of cross-market arbitrage is still limited, early evidence points to tight relationships between related markets and closeness in the prices of similar assets. This suggests that prices should be a more accurate reflection of the underlying information in markets.\footnote{148}

Each of these advantages—rapid reactions to news, data processing, and arbitrage—is buttressed by sophisticated financial modeling and programming that helps algorithms to value securities for a best price.

Taken together, there are ample reasons to consider algorithmic trading as a high-point for informationally efficient markets. Prices rapidly reflect a wide range of information and are less vulnerable to divergences. A number of prominent studies in the finance literature speak to this intuition.\footnote{149} For example, as noted above, scholars find that HFT algorithms trade in the direction of permanent price changes, particularly with respect to large and liquid stocks.\footnote{150} They note that HFT algorithmic traders are adept at forecasting the future direction of trading, at least over three to four seconds.\footnote{151} Moreover, markets are liquid, owing to high speed, high volume trading. This brings benefits

\begin{footnotes}
\item[149] Brogaard, Hendershott & Riordan, supra note 21 (noting that HFTs promote price efficiency by trading in the direction of permanent price changes); Allen Carrion, Very Fast Money: High-Frequency Trading on the NASDAQ, 16 J. FIN. MKTS. 680 (2013) (finding that prices incorporate information more efficiently on high HFT participation days); Alvaro Cartea, Sebastian Jaimungal & Jason Ricci, Buy Low, Sell High: A High Frequency Trading Perspective (Nov. 25, 2011) (unpublished manuscript), \url{http://ssrn.com/abstract=1964781} \[http://perma.cc/RW6H-FELA\] (arguing that lesser informed traders are adversely selected out of the market). For a broader market quality rather than efficiency perspective, see Joel Hasbrouck & Gideon Saar, Low-latency Trading, 16 J. FIN. MKTS. 646 (2013) (showing that HFT activity increased traditional benchmarks of market quality in the current U.S. equity market structure notably with respect to depth of limit order book and lower spreads).
\item[150] Zhang, supra note 50, at 2–3 (arguing that HFT has increased short-term volatility and showcases short-run efficiencies). But see criticisms of analyzing volatility and HFT in light of the short time that HFT has been in the market and the challenges of drawing hard-and-fast causal connections. Some commentators suggest that volatility might attract volatility, rather than foment it in the market. For discussion, see FORESIGHT, supra note 79, at 64–65.
\end{footnotes}
for investors looking for vibrant, low-cost trading venues where they can enter and exit cheaply and at will. In theory at least, this heightened efficiency should point to more efficient capital allocation across the economy.

B. The Problem of Allocative Efficiency

1. Model Risk

While quantitative models and advanced programming bring considerable computational power to markets, they also generate risks of information loss at significant cost to allocative efficiency. By design, such models use theories from finance, mathematics, economics, and statistics to abstract how different variables interact with one another. Models routinely utilize simplifying assumptions about the way the world works (e.g., that human beings trade rationally, or that they have perfect information). In this way, models help carve out pathways from cause to effect, making sense of large quantities of data and variables to focus on those factors that are most salient to a trading environment. With strong models at work, algorithms can collect enormous amounts of data as input and generate a credible output, underpinned by finance theory, statistics, and historical observations about market behavior.

But, models are also problematic. Commentators have long expressed concerns about “model risk,” meaning that models generate overly stylized, simplified representations of otherwise messy economic relationships. Put more simply, models can be unreliable and generate bad outcomes. The sources of such error can be numerous. For
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one, models and algorithmic programming can make incorrect assumptions about how markets work. For example, human beings do not always behave rationally when they trade. As a result, models may give too much or too little importance to certain aspects of trading like the various biases scholars regard as being endemic to human beings and their trading behavior. Models may use outdated theories and insights about financial products and their characteristics. Data may be incorrectly interpreted to highlight certain patterns when these do not reflect market reality. For example, algorithms may end up “over-fitting” data to match a past or conventional trading strategy or viewpoint rather than dealing effectively with new data. As Rishi Narang, a well-known HFT trader, argues, algorithms can fit information into existing models, even when analysis suggests that a different approach would be more suitable. When Merrill Lynch merged with Bank of America in 2008, he notes, the price of Merrill’s stock rose quickly. An unthinking algorithmic trader might have interpreted Merrill’s stock as overvalued, suggesting that selling the stock short would be profitable. However, as Narang points out, there were good reasons to think that Merrill’s high stock price was actually justified under the circumstances, a fact that conventional models may have missed. In short, the trading outcomes generated by algorithms may not always be sound.

Model risks also arise when algorithms fail to extract meaning from the gigabytes of data flooding the market. In other words, algorithms can err in mining data for information. Algorithms may over-value some data, under-emphasize it in other cases, make mistakes, and fail to check its truthfulness. This danger is especially live in the case of high speed, high volume algorithms designed to respond in milliseconds to incoming information. Estimated to be

157. ANDREI SHLEIFER, INEFFICIENT MARKETS: AN INTRODUCTION TO BEHAVIORAL FINANCE 2–4 (2000); Barberis, Shleifer & Vishny, supra note 96, at 315–17; Garber, supra note 113, at 543–44; Shiller, Kon-Ya & Tsutsui, supra note 96, at 163–64.
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161. NARANG, supra note 40, at 15–16.
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responsible for around seventy percent of all equity trading volume on U.S. markets, HFT algorithms must be precision programmed to capture enormous amounts of data and to rapidly extract meaning from this input.\textsuperscript{163} Traders face a significant technical challenge when building HFT algorithms capable of absorbing swaths of data, ascribing a “value” to information and transacting on that basis.\textsuperscript{164} Programming errors in collecting and collating data input can easily arise, causing problems for markets seeking to understand how to value securities in real time. On December 1, 2014, for example, Apple Inc. lost almost forty billion dollars in value owing to unexpected price swings in Apple’s shares. Shortly after the start of the trading day, 6.7 million Apple shares changed hands within a one minute period, losing over three percent in value in that short time. While the cause of the surprise sell-off was unclear, its impact was felt across the market.\textsuperscript{165}

Model risks are certainly not new. Moreover, the alternative, relying on human brains and intuition, is also far from perfect and is certain to leave deep gaps in data collection and analysis. The challenge for markets lies not in the bare fact of model risks but in its extent. In other words, a market that depends heavily on algorithms across a growing list of security classes generates modeling risk on a system-wide scale. Trading firms develop their own, in-house proprietary models. Regarded as the “secret sauce” for success, firms face competitive pressures to ensure that their particular algorithm emerges a winner by virtue of its superior, speedier, and smarter programming.\textsuperscript{166} To stay profitable against their peers, firms have every incentive to invest in models that are sophisticated and complex, able

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{164} Kearns & Nevmyvaka, supra note 18; NARANG, supra note 40, at 43–45.
\textsuperscript{165} Chuck Mikolajczak, Apple Tumbles As Much As Six Percent in Unusual Trading, \textsc{Reuters} (Dec. 1, 2014), http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/12/02/us-apple-shares-idUSKCN0JF2M420141202 [http://perma.cc/AYS8-YWPG].
\end{footnotesize}
to scan ever-greater volumes of data, and use high finance and computation to better implement their trading strategy.\textsuperscript{167}

This systemic proliferation of model risk leads to three basic concerns. In the first instance, markets suffer from profound information asymmetries generated by an incomplete understanding of trading models and the gaps they leave. Trading firms construct individual models that are largely impervious to outside scrutiny. Unless traders make a mistake or cause a glitch in trading, it is unlikely that underlying models will come to the attention of other traders or regulators. Rather, algorithms and their mechanics constitute a trader’s prized assets whose protection is assured by laws safeguarding industry trade secrets.\textsuperscript{168} In the absence of transparency, assumptions cannot be tested, programming questioned, or outcomes understood through an analysis of the process by which they are generated. To the extent that models in algorithmic trading are designed to predict a future state of affairs, understanding the bases governing these projections is essential to filling in mistakes, correcting forecasts, overfit, and biases, for example. From a broader standpoint, this lack of transparency raises a basic inquiry: given their prevalence and significance for prices, are such model risks and imperfections part of the market information that traders should internalize to achieve optimal efficiency?

Second, the systematic nature of model risk combined with the absence of external scrutiny creates incentives for firms to heighten the complexities and capacities of their algorithms. Errors may follow. Specialist trading outfits invest heavily in developing algorithms and in operationalizing them for trading.\textsuperscript{169} To prevent algorithms from going stale, their technology must be maintained, past performance tested, and refinements added to best ensure that firms do not lose ground to competitors. Recent years have seen a pronounced turn to cutting edge technologies like “neural networks,” “genetic algorithms,” or artificial intelligence as a way for traders to gain an edge in the marketplace.\textsuperscript{170} In all, traders deal with an expensive trade-off. On the one hand, they face the constant cost of building, upgrading, and testing

\textsuperscript{167} Foresight, supra note 79, at 132–36.


\textsuperscript{170} See, e.g., Kearns & Nevmyvaka, supra note 18. While a detailed analysis of these technologies is outside of the scope of this Article, these are discussed in depth in Foresight, supra note 79.
their algorithms. On the other, if they do not wish to pay, they confront a starker cost, both reputational and monetary, of leaving the market or diminishing their role in it. Arguably, once capital has been sunk in developing algorithms and building an infrastructure to support them, traders may be more likely to choose the former over the latter. Immediate losses are likely to loom large. In contrast, the cost of future losses is more uncertain.

Third, constant innovations in algorithmic markets heighten model error and information loss already present within a highly automated environment. Errors can arise owing to the very fact of constant model updating and innovation. Errors can also arise because new models are constantly being developed to deal with new types of data and unknown future market circumstances. Within today’s heavily automated environment where real-time intervention by human beings is often impossible, markets function as an arena for the real-world testing of predictive algorithms. Errors are probable, even to be expected, given that algorithms are likely to encounter data and market environments that they have not seen before.

In this context, it is questionable whether individual firms fully internalize the costs of algorithm error and testing. The opacity of modeling and the status of algorithms as firm secrets mean that detection costs of any mistake are high. Other firms, exchanges, or regulators are unlikely to investigate unless the errors are of sufficient magnitude to warrant investigation. Low-level, routine errors, mistakes, and glitches may fly under the radar unless the damage they cause is extensive.

Empirically, the study of model risks and their costs for markets is in the early stages, making credible causal links hard to draw. Still, some academics are observing anomalous trading behavior in securities that may be seen as reflecting the challenge of model risks in automated markets. In one notable study, the authors reported a sharp rise in so-called “ultra-fast extreme events,” crashes and spikes in the price of securities for instances lasting less than 1,500 milliseconds. The authors noted the occurrence of 18,520 crashes and spikes between the years of 2006-2011.171 In seeking to explain some of the price fluctuations, Professors Dugast and Foucault examine the trade-off for market players between trading fast on new information and waiting to check the veracity and value of new data. They posit that, particularly when information is cheap, traders often trade twice: once when they

receive the signal; and a second time when they are better placed to process it more carefully. Price fluctuations, they suggest, can arise from this dynamic of traders moving quickly and then correcting their forecasts over time. Looking more broadly, Professor Frank Zhang notes that HFT algorithms contribute to stock market volatility, particularly in the stock of the top three thousand companies (measured in market capitalization).\textsuperscript{172} Zhang suggests that HFTs routinely overreact to news relating to the fundamentals of a traded security when the level of HFT trading in the market is high.\textsuperscript{173} These incidences of mini-crashes and volatilities might point to the possibility of errors or uncertainties in programming and the challenges of correcting them in a timely way.\textsuperscript{174}

2. Creativity versus Constraint

Traders face a delicate trade-off in designing their algorithms: algorithms must be creative in their ability to react to changing markets while also precisely programmed, predictable, and set within tight parameters that their programmers can control. Put simply, traders need to balance creativity and constraint in algorithmic design.

This trade-off is significant for a number of reasons. Constraint provides a way for traders to provision for their risks and rewards \textit{ex ante}. With clear, preset rules governing their algorithms, traders have a better idea about how their algorithm is likely to transact in the real world and to ensure they are properly prepared. In dealing with a predictive program, ensuring that traders fully understand the potential of their algorithm before using it is of paramount importance. But, creativity is also desirable. Particularly at speeds that are too fast for human reaction, when transactions are underpinned by large reserves of data and computation, algorithms trade independently of their human programmers. Ensuring that algorithms are creative and capable of adapting strategies to real-time trading enables complex, ultra-fast algorithmic trading to take place. Ultimately, the fine lines drawn between creativity and constraint allow firms to understand their liability risks and impact on the market.

Because algorithms are constrained by their programming, their ability to recognize and react to circumstances outside of their instructions is limited. When algorithms contend with input from the market that is unusual, their reactions become much less predictable.

\textsuperscript{172} Zhang, \textit{supra} note 60, at 2–3.
\textsuperscript{173} \textit{Id}.
\textsuperscript{174} \textit{Id. But see generally} Brogaard, \textit{supra} note 14 (suggesting that HFTs can reduce volatility).
and more likely to trouble programmers and other traders. Complex language, for example, that includes stylized turns of phrase, irony, or humor presents one such problem. As one study observes, algorithmic traders show themselves as being adept at interpreting “hard” information like facts, figures, and data over softer, more contextual input.

A more significant source of risk lies in dealing with complex economic environments, notably extreme market events, like a crash, shifting geo-politics, or sudden mechanical glitch. Catastrophes are difficult and costly to include in programming. Crises are inherently unpredictable. Their eventual seriousness and scope is similarly unknown. Past historical data, while helpful, is unlikely to offer the certainty needed for algorithms to be able to trade in an orderly way when crises do arise. In such cases, the chances of model error are likely to be especially pronounced. Models might be tested against past data, but they may be particularly prone to fail when confronted by new and abnormal events. Predictive programming faces tall odds in matching preset operations to unexpected, real-world events.

This challenge is exacerbated by algorithms reacting with pre-programmed certainty to situations in which uncertainty is endemic. Professors Biais et al., have observed that traders confront deep uncertainties in times of crisis. When trouble arises, traders must re-evaluate their strategies, re-calculate reserves of available funds, and revise internal risk limits. Overcoming this “preference uncertainty” requires time and flexibility to adapt to an evolving market. Pre-set algorithms are likely to be acutely troubled by such uncertainties, making algorithmic decision-making in crises more unpredictable and prone to error. Crises demand that algorithms be creative. Precisely programmed constraints, however, strain algorithmic competence when it is needed most by the market.

---


In emerging studies, the costs of constraint in algorithmic programming are gaining prominence. In a prominent study on the May 2010 Flash Crash, when the Dow Jones fell almost one thousand points in minutes before rebounding, the authors highlighted the challenges posed by algorithmic constraint. On the day of the Flash Crash, the study observed a day of general background stress in the market owing to a variety of factors like the European sovereign debt crisis. When a Kansas-based mutual fund sent an order to try and dispose of seventy-five thousand futures contracts, the fund’s algorithm precipitated a market-wide sell-off that rapidly mushroomed into what became the Flash Crash. In its conclusions, the authors did not blame algorithms for starting the crisis. However, they did suggest that algorithms may have contributed to its rapid escalation. When the large order arrived into a market that was already troubled, many HFT traders suddenly exited the market. Unable to cope with the selling pressure, HFT algorithms simply shut down, draining the market of its major providers of liquidity and feeding the negative spiral in security prices. Similarly, in another study, Professors Raman et al., show that, in a comparison between the performances of human versus machine during periods of market stress, human judgment prevailed. With the ability to transact more flexibly, human traders delivered stronger outcomes than algorithmic counterparts. Here, the authors underscore the superior performance of human traders in dealing with complex economic environments to deliver more efficient trading outcomes. Algorithms, on the other hand, suffered likely on account of constraints built into their programming.

178. Staffs of the CFTC and SEC, supra note 23; see also Kirilenko et al., supra note 85. This conclusion is not accepted by some commentators. For example, the research firm Nanex suggests that the buyers of the mutual fund's contracts acted too aggressively in selling the contracts causing the crash. For discussion, see May 6th 2010 Flash Crash Analysis: Final Conclusion, Nanex, (Oct. 10, 2014), http://www.nanex.net/FlashCrashFinal/FlashCrashAnalysis Theory.html [http://perma.cc/J2P5-36RY]. It should be noted that, in April 2015, the CFTC proposed that the May 2010 Flash Crash may have been precipitated by the trading of a disruptive individual trader—Navinder Sarao, a lone trader operating from the United Kingdom—whose manipulative "spoof" orders caused such an imbalance as to have triggered the Flash Crash. For discussion, John Cassidy, The Day Trader and the Flash Crash: Unanswered Questions, New Yorker (Apr. 23, 2015) http://www.newyorker.com/news/john-cassidy/the-day-trader-and-the-flash-crash-unanswered-questions [http://perma.cc/R9ED-PXHQ].

179. Yadav et al., supra note 86 (authors having reviewed the National Stock Exchange in Mumbai, India for their study). But see Brogaard et al., supra note 14. Brogaard argues that algorithms help in controlling volatility in the market in periods of extreme price stress. Brogaard et al. focus on days on which there is high information in markets—for example, after major announcements—and suggest that HFT algorithms mediate this volatility well. As highlighted by Brogaard and others, algorithms do well in processing short-term information in markets, so it seems to follow that they perform well to control volatility on days when information in the market is high.
their conclusions may be remains to be seen by further empirical investigation. Still, it is at least debatable that the performance of algorithms in crisis raises serious concerns.

From one perspective, it is not rational for traders to spend money on developing programming and models for dealing with market stress. Not only are such events relatively infrequent, but they are also expensive to predict. Historic data is less informative in this context. Crisis events are unique, making programming less durable in its application to multiple scenarios. Programming is likely to require considerable investment for developing the sophisticated, creative systems necessary to cope with crises that come around only rarely. With high costs balanced against the infrequency of market crises, it makes sense for traders to opt for a solution that is predictable and effective. In other words, it is rational for traders to build systems that deal with the worst-case scenarios, with blunt, one-size-fits-all tools that shut down activity and ensure the trader can exit the market as quickly as possible. Traders limit the private costs to themselves, though risks can shift to the market as a whole.

A central question, however, is whether algorithmic programs are able to “discount” or otherwise provision for the possibility of crisis in its programming and the prices at which securities trade. Particularly where markets may be under stress and in crisis, it seems worthwhile asking whether algorithmic programming is able to incorporate this information into trading behavior. On the one hand, algorithms will take their cue from a variety of informational sources and respond to trends and investor expectations. On the other, algorithmic traders can have less at stake in the event that a crisis does strike. Rather than stay on the market to keep trading, a rational response for algorithmic traders is to leave as quickly as events fall outside of normal programming. Where exit is cheap, relative to the market as a whole, it raises questions about the ability of algorithms to properly reflect the risks in the market in the prices at which they transact.

3. Implications for Capital Allocation

This Part highlighted a peculiar dichotomy in algorithmic markets: while automated markets bring efficiencies, helping prices reflect large reserves of information rapidly, they can also generate information loss. Model error on a system-wide scale can leave gaps and create difficulties in adapting to new and unexpected conditions and in forecasting long-term changes in prices.
These sources of information loss are deeply significant for capital allocation and regulatory policies that seek to foster it. First, information loss through model error is pervasive and expensive to mitigate. Conventional theories of market efficiency assume that traders each bring individual slivers of information to the market. Some may be uninformed or trade based on derived data, but their particular trading practices add to price formation by offering insights about investor views and expectations. However, model risks present a costly challenge for investors to overcome despite the informational advantages that individual traders may have. At first glance, it seems at least conceivable that investors might try and deal with gaps in trading models by discounting for the risk of information loss in prices. Investors could analyze common algorithms and question their assumptions and methodology to eventually arrive at a determination of the proper “discounting” to apply. By recognizing the gaps left by algorithms, investors can then undertake the research desirable to fill in the missing pieces of the picture.

Despite the intuitive appeal of discounting for model risks, the task appears decidedly complicated in practice. Not only are trading models tightly-guarded secrets, impervious to scrutiny from outside investors, but their interactions cannot easily be predicted by looking at single algorithms alone. Analyzing just one algorithm is likely to convey little about how that algorithm will transact in the real world when it meets and interacts with others in the market. For example, it is questionable whether a study of one of the market-making algorithms operating during the Flash Crash would have offered any hint of the potential for cascading failure caused by its use in dynamic markets. Investors need to analyze a broad totality of model and algorithms in the market to garner a sense of the systemic errors, biases, and gaps left behind. Clearly, this task presents an impossible hurdle to overcome for single investors if not also for regulators overseeing markets as a whole.

A querying perspective might argue that a failure to discount for model errors should not really matter. Informational efficiencies in the market offer a sufficiently clear idea of the market’s view about a particular security, meaning that it is unnecessary to work out the implications of ad hoc gaps for the purposes of capital allocation. Despite its appeal, however, this perspective has shortcomings. Model risks are numerous and systematic. It is impossible to deduce which

181. As the Federal Reserve notes in its guidance, this kind of “discounting” process is a common way to make the stylized operations of models match reality.
ones matter and which ones do not without deeper, empirical analysis. For example, even simple modeling errors may assume outsize importance when they are replicated by many traders in the market, amplifying their impact.\textsuperscript{182}

Second, programmers are likely to see greatest predictability when transacting in the very short, rather than long term. Looking further ahead into the future is harder than looking into what is likely to happen in the next few seconds. Model risks may be more endemic to longer-term versus short-term models, requiring longer-term programming to be sophisticated, creative, and adaptive to a multiplicity of moving variables. Still, looking into the future is what matters for capital allocation.

Broadly speaking, capital allocation necessitates meaningful engagement with the inner workings of public companies to understand not just the broad strokes but also the substantive details of their conduct. Calibrating pay for performance, sizing up a hostile takeover, or pushing shareholders to discipline directors require granular engagement in analyzing the minutiae of corporate life. In automated markets, however, programming algorithms to place a value on such long-term fundamentals is expensive and its rewards uncertain. These costs arguably create incentives for traders to concentrate on building short-term trading models. Due to their focus on immediate market movements, short-run algorithms deliver greater predictability and allow traders to better strike the balance between creativity and constraint.

This set of incentives suggests that the gains of rapid algorithmic trading may be skewed in favor of short rather than long-term forecasting. Indeed, empirical studies from finance academics have shown algorithmic markets capable of reacting quickly to emerging, immediate news. How persuasively they also absorb information about longer-term fundamentals, however, remains open to question. HFT traders, driving the bulk of liquidity in U.S. equity markets, have the greatest incentive to understand the information needed for the very short-term future. They react to news that is relevant for driving immediate directionality and not much more, responding to choice words and phrases in disclosures rather than wading through their deep detail.\textsuperscript{183} This narrow focus poses concerns for price quality in the context of more fundamental information.

\textsuperscript{182} See, e.g., Chaboud et al., supra note 21 (discussing the correlated trading of HFT traders).

Longer-term traders may have less immediate impact on price formation, which falls within the special expertise of high-speed automated traders. As discussed below, they may only intervene where the prices diverge sufficiently from fundamental value as to justify entering the markets to trade—in other words, where the various transaction costs are less than the possible gains on offer.

Third, it is also worth recalling that algorithmic markets are, in some studies at least, strained under conditions of market stress. Where their programming is unable to react to novel, volatile environments, algorithms can distort price formation. Indeed, as algorithms are able to exit the market quickly, they may fail to properly discount for the possibility of reckoning with and pricing in extreme conditions. When looked at from the point of view of capital allocation, this issue is problematic. Pressures on allocation of capital are usually greatest in periods of market stress. However, just when monitors need prices to be most robust to allow for oversight and discipline, price formation mechanisms in algorithmic markets may be at their most tenuous.

C. The Challenge for Informed Traders

Information losses through model errors create gaps in knowledge for investors. On one level, these instances of information loss represent a boon for the informed, research-orientated investor. By delving deeply into fundamental research, such investors can make reasoned investments and, through their trading, contribute to market efficiencies. However, from another perspective, algorithmic trading also creates costs for fundamental investors. These costs reflect the pressures faced by such investors to adapt to new, highly automated, ultra-fast markets. Investment in technology becomes necessary to interpret growing amounts of data and high-volume order flows. But, more significantly, the rise of order anticipation strategies as well as the ability of HFT traders to capture prize orders quickly across fragmented markets raises a further problematic prospect. Informed investors do the work, but high-speed traders take a cut of their winnings. Where informed investors lose incentives to undertake research, instances of model errors, missing gaps, and perspectives in automated trading go uncorrected.

185. Yadav et al., supra note 86.
186. See generally Lewis, supra note 25 (providing a popular account).
1. Anticipating Informed Orders

Algorithmic trading is introducing a potentially costly challenge to informed traders. The speed and sophistication of algorithmic traders generates friction between established, informed, fundamental traders and new algorithmic actors angling to free-ride on their research.

In their taxonomy, Professors Gilson and Kraakman explain efficiency as emerging from the interaction of four basic types of traders: (i) universally informed traders that possess information already circulating with the market; (ii) professionally informed traders that invest in research and private information; (iii) derivatively informed traders that seek out how professionals trade before deciding how best to trade themselves; and (iv) uninformed traders that, in the aggregate, reduce bias through their uninformed but privately opinionated perspectives.187 This taxonomy has generated considerable commentary in scholarship. Still, it helps in illustrating the larger dynamic driving informed trading and the basic trade-offs motivating each type of actor.

The advent of algorithmic trading, and HFT in particular, re-shapes these relationships within the market. Algorithmic markets disincentivize more informed, professional traders from bringing their private knowledge to the market. Usually, these informed actors maximize their gains by trading quickly and forcefully on their private information. The longer they wait, the greater the chances that their information loses value.188 With their first-mover advantage, professionally informed traders can enjoy an upside. Moreover, they add to efficiencies by infusing markets with their information.189

However, HFT actors can erode the first-mover advantage that professionally informed traders have enjoyed. With their technical know-how and high-speed advantage, algorithmic traders are able to free-ride off the information of informed traders through order-anticipation strategies. Free-riding represents a rational trading strategy for algorithmic traders, one that reduces their participation costs and increases trading gains. Algorithmic traders are well-equipped to discover how a professional trader is likely to transact. Recall that order anticipation strategies encompass a variety of techniques. These can include sending out dummy orders to see if any

---

189. Gilson & Kraakman, Mechanisms, supra note 24, at 561–62 (“In the broadest sense, information is data that has the capacity to alter one’s beliefs about the world or, in our more limited context, one’s beliefs about the appropriate price of an asset.”).
match, thereby revealing the existence of a large order.\footnote{It is worth noting that almost ninety-five percent of limit orders on NASDAQ are cancelled within one minute of being placed. The tactics might relate to other types of trades like quote-stuffing or wash trades, rather than those motivated to seek out hidden liquidity. See generally Nikolaus Hautsch & Ruichong Huang, The Market Impact of a Limit Order, 36 J. ECON. DYNAMICS & CONTROL 501 (2012) (noting that a large number of cancelled orders can showcase their importance as a means of deducing likely hidden orders in the market). But see Robert J. Jackson, Joshua Mitts & Wei Jiang, How Quickly Do Markets Learn: Private Information Dissemination in a Natural Experiment (2014) (unpublished manuscript), http://ssrn.com/abstract=2544128 [http://perma.cc/58X6-ZY4Y] (study observing that HFTs can take longer to process fundamental information versus information with news value).} Or, in today’s system of fragmented exchanges where securities are listed on multiple venues, an HFT trader can see a large trade on one exchange and run ahead of other traders to capture or sell those same shares on other venues in the system.\footnote{See generally LEWIS, supra note 25 (providing a fictionalized account of Wall Street experts who seek to reform financial markets by eliminating the advantages HFT traders currently enjoy).} Speed and technology enable the HFT trader to get ahead of its more informed competitor. When this happens, and the HFT captures the best price, the informed trader might see the market move against her, eroding her gains and diminishing her advantage in the market. These advantages can be meaningful. This is especially likely where an informed trader wishes to transact in a variety of securities in the market, not just the shares of one company, to include options and futures and securities of related companies. Speed and anticipatory intelligence enable HFT traders to purchase substitute securities and to trade them before a professional trader is able to complete her transaction. For the HFT, this move captures the informed upside and reduces further gains that might accrue to professionals.\footnote{Robert Jarrow & Phillip Protter, A Dysfunctional Role of High Frequency Trading in Electronic Markets 3–6 (Johnson Sch. Research Paper Series, No. 08-2011, 2011) (describing predatory and front-running strategies between HFT and other fundamental traders).}

Indeed, order anticipation may be a systematic strategy adopted by some HFT traders. In one intriguing study examining HFT trading in the E-mini futures market, Professor Clark-Joseph notes that strategic order anticipation can provide consistent gains. In a sample of 30 HFT traders, Clark-Joseph observed eight traders earn profits on their aggressive orders in the markets. However, each of these eight firms also lost money on their smallest aggressive orders, suggesting that these small orders provided some informational “exploratory” insight into the likely future direction of demand and market prices. By obtaining private information through aggressive exploratory orders, HFTs traded when their forecasted gain was large enough to justify
aggressively entering the market.\textsuperscript{193} In another study analyzing the impact of machine traders on transaction prices, Professors Cvitanic and Kirilenko posit that transaction prices increase when a machine enters the market. This price increase, they suggest, is unrelated to a change in the fundamentals of the security and represents instead a reflection of the machine trader picking off or “sniping” orders from the top of the order book.\textsuperscript{194}

One can argue, of course, that fundamental investors will remain committed to the market. Put differently, if they really wish to buy and sell securities for a long-term investment, they will do so anyway. The fact that the HFT might take some of the advantage may be a small price to pay. HFT also appears to have reduced the costs of trading for investors by supplying ready liquidity and reducing the fees attaching to trades. This suggests a trade-off. Losing out to speedy traders is a transaction cost, offset by the gains of a liquid, cheap market. And indeed, some studies contest the negative effects of HFT on fundamental traders, arguing that there is little evidence they are being harmed.\textsuperscript{195}

But other commentators have voiced considerable alarm at increased participation costs that long-term investors contend with in HFT markets. In one study of institutional trades in 120 stocks, the author estimated that the average institutional investor was paying an additional ten thousand dollars per day or more in transaction costs because of HFT. The study suggests that these costs are higher on days when institutional investors are large net buyers or sellers of a security, implying that HFT activity increases in intensity when institutional investors enter the market as large traders in a particular stock.\textsuperscript{196}

Citing these costs, a number of major investors have sought to take


\textsuperscript{195}. For a review of the emerging literature on the costs of HFTs to retail and institutional investors, see U.S. SEC. & EXCH. COM’N, supra note 69, at 29–31.

their business to trading venues free from competition from HFT traders.\textsuperscript{197}

To be sure, HFT traders face costs in pursuing aggressive strategies.\textsuperscript{198} They must have sufficient capital immediately on hand to move ahead of informed traders, alongside the technology necessary to best competitors. Yet, these costs are more than matched by the potential gains. Not only can HFT traders send out volumes of dummy orders at little private expense, but they also enjoy subsidized access to intelligence in the market. Without having to invest in information collection and its analysis, all the while benefiting from the gains that accrue, HFT traders can vastly improve their bottom line. From one perspective, they increase welfare gains by contributing to value efficiencies. Through their activities, private information arrives quickly into the market, more amplified in its impact than if the informed traders were the only ones transacting.

However, the success of algorithmic traders creates serious challenges for informed professionals. Constantly out-raced, fundamental traders lose money over time. This raises the prospect of fundamental traders waiting to make their important trades only when they are sure that their gains are likely to offset potential losses to HFT traders and others faster in the market.

In this context, fundamental traders may trade less often. They may only trade when they have “big” news that is likely to generate a significant profit, justifying transaction costs and losses to HFT traders. Such informed traders may fail to trade on less significant, less valuable information. Over time, this disengagement might lead informed traders to either leave the market entirely or to transact on less transparent venues.\textsuperscript{199}

With their profits reduced, information traders lose incentives to participate meaningfully in the market. They can also end up with weak motivations to invest in research and analysis of existing data. With smaller budgets for research, the credibility of information traders can also diminish. Eventually, as this dynamic plays out, algorithmic traders can end up plumbing informational reserves that are actually much shallower. Information in the market that emerges from this

\textsuperscript{197} Stephen Foley, Big Fund Investors Form New Dark Pool Trading Venue, FIN. TIMES (Jan. 19, 2015), http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/372de622-a034-11e4-aa89-00144feab7de.html #axzz3o7QfQ1i [http://perma.cc/4CJR-Z68C] (discussing a trading venue made to respond to the emergence of HFT traders).

\textsuperscript{198} It should be noted that some studies argue that the market is more liquid because of HFT market-makers. For discussion, see Tong, supra note 196, at 3–4.

\textsuperscript{199} Id. at 2 (noting that institutions may move to trade off-exchange on so-called “dark pools”). I discuss the implications of dark-pools in Section IV.2.
interaction may be further away from fundamental value that benefits how markets allocate capital in the economy.

Professional traders might actually face a quite perverse temptation. It makes sense for informed traders to accumulate low-quality intelligence to make gains where they can, knowing their margins are likely to grow thinner over time. As more traders grow motivated to disengage, understanding what their trading means and its significance for capital allocation becomes an increasingly difficult task.200

2. Implications for Capital Allocation

The costs of algorithmic trading on informed traders re-cast the conventional dynamics underpinning market efficiency, as described by Gilson and Kraakman. In their classical account, professional, informed traders provide the driving energy for efficient markets. Their research and insights percolate through markets as derivatively and lesser-informed players seek to follow their lead.201 With prices reflecting fundamental information, markets can function more effectively as reliable allocation mechanisms for capital.

In algorithmic markets, informed traders are giving away some of their first-mover gains to “derivatively” informed HFT traders. Derivatively informed traders can make gains through their faster trading speeds. They also gain by freeriding on the research of specialist informed traders. Rather than expend capital on necessarily undertaking their research, derivatively informed anticipators can maximize gains by investing in even faster, more accurate order anticipation machinery.

These dynamics have implications for long term capital allocation in markets. This Article has highlighted the information losses arising from model errors and their impact on the ability of investors to understand market fundamentals. Diminished gains for informed traders in algorithmic markets can reduce their incentives to deeply analyze the shortcomings of modeling uncertainties and to fill in informational gaps. Alternatively, fundamental traders may perform this function only when the gains from doing so exceed a monetary threshold that justifies the capital expended, making such gap-filling ad hoc. Interestingly, algorithmic order-anticipators are well-positioned to analyze and correct for modeling errors in the marketplace. They

200. In finance theory, see Zhang, supra note 60, at 12 (arguing that HFT makes markets drift further from fundamental values).
have an insider’s advantage regarding state-of-the-art development of models and the strategic behavior of expert, algorithmic traders. However, specialist algorithmic traders, notably those transacting at high speeds, have little motivation to correct for fundamental informational gaps. Their horizons lie in the immediate future rather than extending meaningfully into the future. On this basis, they are unlikely to have strong incentives to utilize their knowledge to mitigate some of the costs of using algorithmic models systemically in the market.

This line of argument leads to further issues for capital allocation. When fundamental traders face high, long-term costs in algorithmic markets, either through investing in technology or order-anticipation, their motivation to invest in oversight of capital may diminish as a result. Undertaking monitoring and discipline of listed companies imposes its own costs. Shareholders seeking to discipline management confront a multitude of transaction costs beyond monitoring managerial performance. Developing a strategy for intervention, engaging advisors, organizing action, and implementing a plan demands investment from engaged shareholders. If informed traders confront lower returns, they may be less willing to invest in meaningful governance.

There may, however, be an alternative argument. That is, investors may become more circumspect about how they exercise oversight of capital flows. Rather than staging potentially frivolous or speculative actions, informed traders may seek to calibrate their interventions more finely to have the greatest impact. Exercise of discipline through the market for corporate control or through shareholder actions may grow more effective as investors weigh the costs trading against the benefits of exercising oversight of capital in the market.

With this emerging evidence, classical accounts of allocative efficiency and informed trading merit re-evaluation. Broader reflection in this regard is necessary not only for understanding informational gaps in markets and how these affect capital but also for developing better regulatory policies about how capital should be governed.

V. CONCLUSIONS: PATHWAYS FOR POLICY

Thus far, this Article has demonstrated that algorithmic trading problematizes a governing principle underlying regulation: informational efficiency begets allocative efficiency for capital. With the rise of automation, the straightforward relationship between informational and allocative efficiency is in trouble. With systemic
reliance on pre-programmed models and a changing, costlier climate for informed investors, traditional paradigms underpinning allocative efficiency are growing weaker, even if markets are more informative on some measures, especially in the short-term. This decoupling of informative and allocative efficiency raises difficult questions for regulators. There are no obvious or easy solutions, especially as the connection between information and allocative efficiency runs deeply and pervasively throughout regulation.

Policy has long looked to market prices as a guide to matters of allocation, to foster rules and regulations that create a robust environment for overseeing those that use investor capital. Now, however, the theoretical basis for these rules is no longer self-evident. This Article does not aim to outline a new, normative framework for the raft of rules that depend on the allocative efficiency of markets. Rather, its goal is to highlight the problem that regulatory policy now confronts. In looking forward, it is worth concluding with some observations about pathways for modernizing traditional ways of conceptualizing capital markets regulation to reflect the increasing automation of today’s markets.

A. Forging Better Incentives for Efficiency

Conventional accounts of efficient markets recognize that private incentives drive traders towards the realization of a public good. In other words, the motive of individual traders to profit from private information or from the valuable information of other traders eventually leads markets towards efficiency. Regulation has generally sought to help these incentives flourish. Mandatory disclosure aims to make information available to traders cheaply. A National Market System encourages traders to enter markets to trade, lowering their costs of participation.

As this Article shows, the usual force of these incentives is shifting in automated markets. Informed traders are seeing their gains eroded by HFT firms and competitive pressures, potentially reducing their incentives to invest in fundamental research. In the meantime, algorithmic markets motivate traders to expend capital in increasing the speed and computational prowess of trading systems to enhance the effectiveness of order anticipation strategies. Laws have become the unintended facilitators of these incentives to favor derivatively informed traders over fundamentally informed counterparts.

---

202. See discussion supra Section III.C.2.
203. See discussion supra Sections III.C.1–2.
Mandatory disclosure rules prime HFT algorithms to react to high-impact words and phrases for short-term trading. When gains may be made by deducing the immediate directionality of markets, rewards from more fundamental, expensive analysis seem less compelling. In addition, commentators note, NMS helps order anticipation strategies to flourish. When traders can travel rapidly between exchanges in search of the best order and search multiple exchanges for insights from informed traders (e.g. through pinging), NMS appears to offer a helping hand to derivatively informed anticipators. In the aggregate, these dynamics can eventually reduce the reserve of substantive, well-reasoned intelligence at a cost to investors and market welfare as a whole. In other words, private incentives to collect information may no longer be as profitable and persuasive as they once were. Private gains from trading may no longer translate as fully into the public good of allocative efficiency.

If achieving allocative efficiency remains the goal of regulatory policy, then its realization may be growing more difficult in algorithmic markets. This calls into question the assumptions undergirding current regulations and demands a fundamental rethinking about how regulation may be better structured to incentivize research by informed traders.

There are, to be sure, no easy solutions to the conundrum of incentivizing informed traders to enter markets when they face costly pressures to compete with HFT. For example, policymakers could curtail the ability of HFTs to send out small “exploratory orders” that signal an order anticipation strategy at work. But, this approach is far from ideal—or even workable. For one, order anticipation by itself is not a prohibited practice. Speculating about the direction of future orders constitutes a normal part of trading, one that is almost impossible to limit for all practical purposes. It is also questionable whether limiting the operational efficacies of order anticipation is desirable. Given that scholars have extolled the benefits of HFT for

204. See, e.g., Clark-Joseph, supra note 193; Hirschey, supra note 60, at 1–2 (arguing that the high speed of HFT trading and its resulting capture of informed traders’ profits disincentives informed traders from investing their time in in-depth research).

205. See discussion supra Section III.C.2.

206. See Clark-Joseph, supra note 193, at 3 (“[T]he private information about price-impact generated by an HFT’s small aggressive orders enables [her] to trade ahead of predictable demand ...”).

liquid trading, with easy entry and exit for investors, a cost on HFT strategies is likely to face resistance from all corners of the market, not just from the HFT traders themselves.

A check on the actual speed and flow of trading offers another mechanism to help coax informed fundamental traders back to the market. High-speed markets often reward the fastest trader off the block. With a premium placed on speed, rather than knowledge, traders possess powerful incentives to invest in the technology and infrastructure needed to gain an edge on time vis-à-vis other traders. Professors Budish, Crampton, and Shim argue, for example, that a race based on speed alone is, for all intents and purposes, socially wasteful and, according to the authors, a poor practical fit for the market. They offer a trading model that requires traders to send orders out in batches, not continuously. With traders forced to bundle orders for trading, their idea lies in slowing down and organizing order flows. Arguably, within this more controlled environment, informed traders can re-assert their pre-eminence, freed somewhat from the pressure to constantly compete on technology and speed.

Curtailing speed, however, also has its problems. In moving forward with reform, regulators are likely to struggle with some basic questions. How fast is too fast? Should the market punish traders that innovate on speed and communication technology, an idea largely alien to markets that have traditionally encouraged traders to come to markets quickly with private information? And, will slowing markets cause its own problems, for example, by forcing traders into unregulated venues and markets at home and abroad and reducing liquidity on public exchanges?

Finally, regulators may wish to ask whether informed traders can benefit from more regular access to information from a reformed mandatory disclosure regime. Theory posits that mandatory disclosure helps informed investors to reach private information cheaply. By accessing large reserves of information at low cost, fundamental investors might better engage in research and analysis in relation to the data that they receive. In automated markets, where informed traders stand at a disadvantage to faster firms, expanding access to information can offer a path forward that ultimately rewards informed investors. With more information received more frequently, informed

208. Eric Budish, Peter Crampton & John Shim, The High-Frequency Trading Arms Race: Frequent Batch Auctions as a Market Design Response 37 (Feb. 3, 2015) (unpublished manuscript) http://faculty.chicagobooth.edu/eric.budish/research/HFT-FrequentBatchAuctions.pdf [http://perma.cc/7HLE-KZ5G] (announcing the adoption of new rules intended to “ensure that financial markets are safer as well as more efficient, investors are better protected, high-frequency trading is regulated and speculative commodity trading is curbed”).
traders can carry out regular analysis and research into public companies. To achieve this, a reformed regime might require that mandatory disclosures take place more frequently. Information may be disclosed in small segments at more regular intervals to supply a flow of data to inform all traders. With their superior analytical skills, informed traders should be well placed to transact with an in-depth understanding of available intelligence.

This solution, too, is not without its problems. Critically, it imposes a high cost on listed companies to supply regular disclosures to the market. To solve the problem of allocative efficiency, such a reform diverts the burden from traders to public companies that are forced to reveal more and internalize liability for poor and inaccurate disclosures. There is also little to suggest that such reform will necessarily produce better analysis. Rather than offering a holistic picture of significant data to markets, frequent disclosures might generate useless puffery, noise, and extraneous detail that are not relevant for fundamental trading.

**B. Model Transparency**

Alongside the costs to informed traders, regulators confront pervasive challenges in interpreting and understanding the trading algorithms that drive securities trading. Relying on advanced, pre-programmed algorithms, markets face the risk that predictive trading processes leave analytical gaps, make poor assumptions, or are restricted by their programming in dealing with real-world markets. Moreover, algorithms are unique to individual traders and constitute tightly guarded secrets, making it costly for investors to understand the frailties of modeling for the purposes of provisioning for them in trading.

The question for regulators is whether to invest in remedying model risk in some way. This first requires policymakers to determine whether system-wide model risks are sufficiently serious for capital allocation and governance to warrant attention. This Article argues that model risks, given their pervasiveness in today’s markets, can influence how information is collected and processed in prices. However, there is another perspective. It is arguable that model risks are not new, and that today’s algorithms merely represent electronic versions of secret theories and methods long a part of finance. If those risks have been left for markets to control privately, then concerns about algorithmic model risks should be similarly set aside. There is considerable appeal to this view, and the line between manual and algorithmic trading methods is certainly a blurry one. However, model
risks still present regulators with novel considerations for the purposes of allocative efficiency.

For one, investors today face far higher costs to decipher the basis on which algorithms devise their transactional decisions. As discussed in the Article, the computational power of many algorithms is without precedence, not only in terms of speed but also with regard to statistics, quantitative analysis, and the volume of data collection. These sophistications place costly demands on investors seeking to decipher what is missing from the market in order to contribute to its informational reserves. Presumably, investigating algorithmic model risks and blind spots eats into the time and money that informed investors already face. Indeed, these costs are probably prohibitive given the secrecy and complexity of algorithms. In this context, simply presuming that investors will decide how best to regulate modeling risks is unsatisfactory. Further, given that informed investors have traditionally been relied on to supply the market with intelligence and also to extract intelligence for the purposes of capital allocation, this gap is problematic for the market as a whole.

Also, as a theoretical matter, allocative efficiency has generally concerned itself with reflecting information about fundamental value in prices. Clearly, this goal is an ambitious one, as fundamental values are, for all intents and purposes, impossible to achieve. However, looked at from the longer-term perspective, algorithms are useful for demystifying the dynamics of efficiency. With knowledge about the models that are used, swaths of electronic trading data and knowledge about the performance of securities, models offer a way to test our hypotheses about efficiency. In other words, considered from a wider lens, the rise of algorithmic trading has the potential to unravel the market’s operations like never before. Trading models showcasing the assumptions, parameters, and valuation techniques combined with the data generated by their operation offers a way to examine how traders interact in the real world and the product of this dynamic. Certainly, models are predictive. Their performance may deviate from the expectations of their human traders. However, their workings can still offer insight into the economic and social welfare potential of markets and trading. This learning also offers a way for traders to improve their models and algorithms—and with this, it is conceivable, the better allocation of capital within the economy.

These benefits point to the advantages of bringing greater transparency to the models underlying algorithmic trading. Openness can encourage both an appreciation of the major model risks in trading and help regulators and traders to track the performance of algorithms in the market. Regulators have expressed a desire to scrutinize
algorithms as a way to prevent disruptions like the May 2010 Flash Crash. However, their attention remains fixed on market stability, rather than also delving into how algorithms relate to issues of informational and allocative efficiency. Looking forward, it is apt to also examine the feasibility of bringing transparency to algorithmic trading and the manner in which to frame the goals transparency is designed to achieve. Pushing for openness in algorithmic trading will prove a challenge. Put simply, algorithms constitute the prize intellectual property of their programmers and any attempt to reveal these secrets will invariably prompt deep resistance. By way of seeking to balance the demands of traders with the welfare goals of ensuring allocative efficiency in securities markets, regulators will benefit from developing strategies for transparency. For example, traders may disclose their algorithms and models to regulators only. With a compendium of the key algorithms and models in the market, regulators may be well placed to consider some of the information gaps and losses arising out of their collective use. Such general analysis can offer insights, benefitting not just information investors but also traders themselves. As traders innovate, without full knowledge of each other’s algorithms in the market, gaining an understanding of the evolution of their common behavior becomes helpful for regulators. In this way, informational efficiencies can come closer to the aspiration of optimal allocative efficiencies in the market.

VI. CONCLUSION

In summary, algorithmic trading has transformed securities markets. It brings many advantages but also imposes serious costs on the major function that securities markets perform: allocating capital efficiently and productively across the real economy. The entrenchment of model risks across the marketplace and pressures on informed investors risk skewing the gains of algorithmic trading in favor of short-term and more cheaply researched information. The implications for regulation are far-reaching and profound, given the extensive reliance that lawmakers and market actors place on prices as a proxy for allocative insights. This Article represents a first step in drawing into relief the significance of algorithmic trading for capital allocation. Its ultimate goal lies in motivating deeper reflection about the prime place of securities prices at the center of regulation and how best to invest

regulatory resources in making markets meaningfully informative. With markets set to grow ever more automated, this represents a critical question for regulators building markets and the rules that govern them for the present and the future.